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Introduction1. 
This report comprises the final excavation report related to archaeological excavations, archaeological monitoring 
and archaeological testing carried out by Eachtra Archaeological Projects in 2000, 2001 and 2002 under licences 
00E0442ext, 01E0327, 01E0327ext and 02E0809 in Shandon townland north of Dungarvan town, Co. Waterford 
(Figure 1). The archaeological work was related to the Shandon Housing Project carried out by Dungarvan Urban 
District Council and involved the large-scale construction of a housing estate and associated services. The most 
notable discovery during archaeological work at Shandon comprised the remains of a large rectangular enclosure 
which has since been assigned RMP number WA031-072.

Due to the fact that there were several phases to the work at Shandon, and because the works were located in differ-
ent areas, archaeological work was carried out under a number of different licences. In 1999, 12 small test trenches 
were opened by Dave Pollock in the vicinity of Shandon House along a proposed access road (Pollock 1999). 
Preliminary monitoring of ground disturbance associated with the access area to the site and the housing develop-
ment was carried out by Archaeological Consultancy Services Ltd. in 2000 (Licence no. 00E0442). ACS Ltd. also 
completed a detailed contour and geophysical survey of portions of the site in July and October 2000 (Licence 
no. 00R0046). Stuart Elder of Eachtra Archaeological Projects began archaeological monitoring of ground distur-
bance associated with the access area to the site and the housing development in March 2001 under an extension 
to licence no. 00E0442. Archaeological features were encountered and these were recorded and excavated by Emer 
Dennehy of Eachtra Archaeological Projects over three weeks in March and April 2001 (Licence no. 01E0327). A 
further phase of excavation was carried out by John Tierney of Eachtra Archaeological Projects from September 
to November 2001 (Licence no. 01E0327 extension). Extensive archaeological testing was carried out by Daniel 
Noonan for Eachtra Archaeological Projects in June 2002 (Licence no. 02E0809).  The site at Shandon has been 
divided into five distinct areas for ease of discussion though these divisions do not indicate that the areas relate to 
different time periods and/or different activities. The five areas are summarised in Table 1 and Figure 5 (see Section 
4 for further details).

Area Description Licensee License number Level of excavation
Area I  Sub-rectangular enclosure Emer Dennehy 01E0327 Three test trenches
Area II Interior of enclosure Emer Dennehy 01E0327 Mostly unexcavated
Area III South of enclosure John Tierney 01E0327ext Fully excavated
Area IV East of enclosure Emer Dennehy 01E0327 Fully excavated
Area V Testing at Shandon House Dan Noonan 02E0809 No excavation

Development site location and topography2. 

County Waterford
Barony Decies-without-Drum
Parish Dungarvan
Townland Shandon
National Grid Co-ordinates 22571 09415
Height O.D. 0 m and 20 m

The development is captured in a bend of the Colligan River before it enters the Atlantic at Dungarvan Bay 2km 
further south (Figure 1). The site is located in an area that has been used extensively for limestone quarrying and 
two quarries are located on the development site itself. Two limestone quarries are represented on the 1st Edition 
Ordnance Survey map of 1841 (Figure 2) and by the time of the compilation of the 2nd Edition O.S. map in 1904 
(Figure 3) these quarries were significantly larger in size. For ease of reference, these quarries will be referred to 
as North Quarry and Shandon Cave Quarry throughout this report. North Quarry delimits part of the northern 
boundary of the current development. Shandon Cave Quarry is situated on the western banks of the Colligan 
River, to the southeast of the development site and immediately north of Shandon House and the site of a church 
(WA031-041) (Figure 4).
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Description of development3. 
Dungarvan Urban District Council designed a development programme to construct an access road, a UDC 
housing estate, a sheltered housing scheme and a new stand at Fraher Field GAA pitch at Shandon. Due to the 
possibility that substantial archaeological remains could be present on the site, the area between the site of Shan-
don House and the site of Shandon Cave was designated a green area for the scheme. However, in the course of 
archaeological monitoring and excavation, the understanding of the archaeological significance of the proposed 
development site changed. The ditched enclosure referred to in the Topographical Files in the National Museum of 
Ireland (see below) was found to be located adjacent to the North Quarry and not near Shandon Cave Quarry as 
had been previously supposed. When extensive archaeological remains were discovered on the proposed develop-
ment site adjacent to the North Quarry, a decision was made for preservation in situ. Only those archaeological 
features that were to be directly negatively impacted upon by the development were excavated. A group of houses 
that were originally intended to be constructed where the concentration of archaeological deposits occurred were 
relocated. The archaeologically rich area adjacent to the North Quarry was designated the green area of the housing 
development scheme. The extent of this ‘green area’ was not fully defined until testing was conducted in 2002 as 
the archaeological remains were discovered in a piecemeal fashion because archaeological monitoring took place in 
tandem with the topsoil removal which was discontinuous. Further to archaeological testing in 2002, a number of 
other small ‘green areas’ were identified – ie. areas which contained potential archaeological remains that the client 
chose to preserve by redesign.

Archaeological and historical background4. 
Prior to the archaeological discoveries that form the content of this report, five archaeological sites were known of 
in Shandon townland: a cave, an oval enclosure, a church, a ditch and Shandon House. Shandon Cave (SMR no.: 
WA031-068) was formerly located on the western bank of the Colligan River in Shandon Cave Quarry (Figures 2, 
3 and 4). The cave was the subject of antiquarian interest and investigation between 1859 and 1896 during which 
time the skeletal remains of extinct fauna – including mammoth, reindeer, wolf and bear – were recovered (Moore 
1999, 56). No evidence of human activity was found in the cave and it has since been destroyed by quarrying 
operations. This important site has been delisted from the updated Record of Monuments and Places for County Wa-
terford. A copy of Brenan and Carte’s 1859 report on Shandon Cave is located in Dungarvan Library (Library ref. 
551.44709419) and contains a number of handwritten notes in the margins. It is not known who wrote these notes 
but they probably date to the 19th or early 20th century. One entry reads: “In the same field [as Shandon Cave] was 
discovered some 20 years ago three human skeletons buried beneath the soil” (Marion Dowd pers comm.).

Similar to Shandon Cave, an oval enclosure (SMR no.: WA031-040/08) which is depicted on the 1st Edition Ord-
nance Survey Map of 1841 annotated as Monastery has also been delisted (Figure 2). This enclosure was associated 
with victims of a cholera epidemic which occurred in 1832, though the monument is likely to be earlier in date. 
The enclosure is now located beneath a modern industrial compound (Moore 1999, 195). The site of a church 
(WA031-041) is also located in Shandon townland, south of Shandon Cave and on the former demesne grounds 
of the potentially 17th century Shandon House (Figure 4). No trace of the church survives at present but the loca-
tion is annotated ‘Site of Chapel ’ on the 1st Edition Ordnance Survey Map (Figure 2). No physical remains of the 
church were encountered in the course of the archaeological works at Shandon described here. Geomagnetic survey 
in the area of Shandon House in 2000 revealed a rectangular feature, measuring 9 m by 20 m, on the church site. 
A larger rectangular feature (40 m x 14 m) and three linear features were also identified by this survey (Murphy 
2002, 336). These anomalies may represent structures associated with the church though alternatively they may be 
linked to Shandon House. 

The site of Shandon House is located in the southeast of the development site. The only surviving above-ground 
remains of this demesne house comprise gate pillars, a mound of rubble and a stone outhouse (Plates 1 and 2). The 
construction date of Shandon House is not known but it was “in a state of decay” by Charles Smith in 1745. It 
was constructed by the Hore family. On a 1760 map of Dungarvan, Shandon House is represented as a two-storey 
building comprising a two-bay central block with a two-bay arm on either side to east and west a stone outhouse 
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(Figure 6). The large front door was centrally located on the ground floor. The house was destroyed at some stage 
but was replaced by a six-bay two-storey house in the 19th century. The Grand Jury Map of 1819 depicts the house 
surrounded by an orchard and/or formal garden (Figure 7). A chapel is depicted south of Shandon House on the 
1st edition Ordnance Survey Map of 1841 (Figure 2). The 2nd edition O.S. Map of 1927 indicates that a number of 
smaller structures were constructed around Shandon House, of which a stone outhouse survives (Figure 3; Plate 2). 
This map also suggests that part of Shandon House had been demolished by that time. Shandon House and associ-
ated buildings were represented on the Urban Archaeological Survey of 1989 (Figure 8) but in recent years the house 
was destroyed by fire and was subsequently razed to the ground. During archaeological monitoring conducted by 
Eachtra Archaeological Projects a number of features relating to Shandon House were encountered; these are dis-
cussed under Area V below. 

Description of archaeological work5. 
The archaeological work carried out by Eachtra Archaeological Projects in Shandon townland can be divided into 
five spatial areas (see Table 1 and Figure 5). All the archaeological features were encountered during licensed ar-
chaeological monitoring associated with topsoil stripping of the development site (Plate 4).

Area I: Sub-rectangular enclosure
For contextual details, see Appendix 1 (Area I)

A sub-rectangular enclosure – defined by a ditch – was discovered during archaeological monitoring (Licence 
00E0442 ext) at the summit of a low hill and on the southern banks of the Colligan River (Plate 5). The ditch was 
initially identified by the presence of significant quantities of charcoal and oyster shells. The northern and western 
sections of the ditch had been totally obliterated by quarrying activities in the past. The southeastern portion of the 
ditch had been truncated by the excavation of a pipe-line and associated manhole. The surviving remnants of the 
ditch enclosed an area that measured 2,584 m² or 76 m east-west by 34 m north-south. On the ground surface the 
southern section of the ditch was on average 5 m wide. A 2.5 m wide causeway or entrance breached the centre of 
the southern line of the ditch (Plate 5). The terminals of the ditch at the entrance were rounded and were defined 
on the northern sides by deposits of oyster shells (Plate 6). As will be discussed later, this ditch is almost certainly 
that which was partially excavated by Mongey in the 1930s. The most spectacular find from the ditch comprised 
two fragments of a silver thimble (Plate 7).

Three sections were excavated through the line of the ditch to determine its nature and extent.

Area II: Enclosure interior
For contextual details, see Appendix 1 (Area II)

Fifty-three pits were identified in the area enclosed by the sub-rectangular ditch (Figure 5). Three of these (C.123, 
C.127 and C.153) were half sectioned and one (C.146) was excavated in full due to the high concentration of 
sherds of Dungarvan-type cooking ware (01E0327:8-18) it contained. It was not possible to ascertain whether the 
49 unexcavated pits (including C.117, C.118, C.119 and C.120) within the enclosure represented structures and it is 
likely that further postholes and stakeholes would be identified during more intensive investigation. Several of the 
unexcavated pits produced finds during cleaning of the site, primarily animal bones and seashells. The majority of 
pits were concentrated in the northern part of the site while none were located in the southern area of the interior 
inside the entrance feature. Similarly, none of the pits were situated immediately inside the ditch which might sug-
gest the presence of an internal bank, though as stated above, no trace of such a bank was encountered. 

Table 1 Archaeological areas at Shandon
Apart from these sites, an unpublished report located in the Topographical Files in the N.M.I. (for Shandon td.) 
describes the discovery and amateur excavation of a ditch in Shandon townland in the 1930s and 1940s by a local 
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pharmacist, Mr. L. Mongey. The site produced a significant number of finds but is not indicated on the RMP and 
is not mentioned by Moore (1999). The ditch was discovered by Mr. Mongey “in the N Quarry”, at the river edge 
opposite Ringaphuca and “100 yards [91.44 m] from the famous Shandon Cave” (O’Meadhra 1987, 55). This site 
was clearly located in the North Quarry which lies on the southern banks of the Colligan River facing towards 
Ringaphuca townland on the opposite bank of the river (Figures 1 and 2). As the crow flies, North Quarry is ap-
proximately 200 m northwest of Shandon Cave which is somewhat more than the distance of 100 yrds described 
by Mongey. The ditch was excavated in the belief that it was related to the Sean Dún or ‘Old Fort’ that gave the 
townland its name. The artefacts recovered from the ditch (then referred to as a shell midden) in 1932 included 
a Medieval bramble-headed copper alloy stick pin, a bronze bell, a bone pin, an iron hook, animal teeth and 
bones – some of which were burnt – iron slag, charcoal, a whetstone, a portion of antler with cutmarks, oyster 
shells, cockle shells and an iron fishing hook (NMI regs. 1932:7022-7036; 1936:2038) (Topographical Files, NMI; 
O’Meadhra 1987, 56). Reference is also made in the Topographical Files to the discovery of “a similar collection of 
shells” from the same quarry a few years earlier (O’Meadhra 1987, 56). Further “settlement finds” were recovered 
by Mr. Mongey from this “ditch sited above the Quarry” and deposited in the NMI in 1935. The assemblage of 
material recovered that year comprised five fragments of a human skull, an iron-tanged knife, 14 sherds of well-
fired reddish pottery, three pieces of slag, a fragment of bone bearing two incisions and four flint flakes – one of 
which showed evidence of secondary working (NMI regs. 1935:818-845) (Topographical Files, NMI; O’Meadhra 
1987, 56). A hearth-like structure and two layers of shells, fish bones and animal bones were also recorded as oc-
curring in the ditch. In 1936, Mongey presented further finds to the NMI including 25 sherds of pottery, a small 
iron knife and the proximal end of a whale humerus (NMI reg. nos. 1936:2011-2037). Mongey recorded that the 
ditch he excavated measured 3.4 m in width by 0.76 m in depth and contained five strata. The lowest stratum in 
the ditch comprised silt that contained quantities of animal bone; the overlying layer consisted of shells and bones 
which was overlain by a compact deposit of clay and stones that contained pottery, slag and human skull fragments. 
Overlying this was a layer of shells and animal bones and the uppermost fill of the ditch consisted of ‘black earth’ 
(Topographical Files). Mongey also photographed the ditch section which was visible in the quarry face. 
Historically, the most significant find from Shandon is the well-known Hiberno-Norse 9th/10th century trial piece 
or motif piece (NMI reg. 1947:237) (Plate 3). This artefact is roughly contemporaneous with the material recovered 
by Mr. Mongey, in particular with the copper alloy stick pin (O’Meadhra 1987, 56). The trial piece was discovered 
in ‘Shandon Quarry – DUNGARVAN ’ in 1917 but it is not known which of the two quarries at Shandon produced 
the artefact. It was presented to the NMI in 1947 by the Lord Abbot of Mount St. Joseph’s School Museum in 
Roscrea (O’Meadhra 1979, 24; O’Meadhra 1987, 55). Art is confined primarily to two faces (A and B) of the bone 
with attempted patterns and modern inscriptions carved on the remaining two faces (C and D). The motif piece 
exhibits a series of interlaced animal bodies and animal heads set in interlace framework (Plate 3) (O’Meadhra 
1979, 24; O’Meadhra 1987, 55).

Area I comprised a sub-rectangular enclosure defined by a ditch (NGR 22550 09440), the northern part of which 
was destroyed by quarrying. When the ditch was revealed during archaeological monitoring it was decided to 
re-zone it as a green area within the housing development thereby preserving the archaeological deposits in situ. 
Consequently, the ditch was not excavated in full but it was cleaned and recorded and three small sections were 
excavated at different points along its length (Licence 01E0327). 

Area II was the area enclosed by the ditch (the enclosure interior). Due to rezoning, Area II was not fully excavated 
but the area was cleaned and all features identified were recorded. Three features were fully excavated and others 
were half-sectioned (Licence 01E0327).

Area III abutted the south line of the enclosure ditch. All features identified here were fully excavated (Licence 
01E0327 ext). 

Area IV consisted of a series of archaeological features located approximately 75 m to the northeast of the stretch 
of the ditch investigated in Area I (Licence 01E0327). Area IV was fully excavated. In previous reports Area IV was 
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referred to as Area 2a, Area 2b, Area 2c and Area 2d.

Area V comprised large-scale test trenching that took place to the north and northwest of Shandon House.

Ditch Section 1: Section 1 was excavated at the eastern extremity of the surviving ditch. This section measured 7.2 
m east-west by 8 m north-south and reached an average depth of 0.2 m. The ditch cut (C.159) at this point con-
tained two fills: a deposit of charcoal-rich material (C.124) which overlay an area of in situ burning and charcoal 
(C.147). The ditch cut was markedly shallow at this point, particularly when compared to Ditch Section 2. While 
the shallowness of the ditch at this eastern extremity may have been affected by truncation and quarrying activities, 
there can be little doubt that originally the ditch was not dug to any great depth at this point. 

Ditch Section 2:  Section 2 was located along the southern line of the ditch. A 2 m section was excavated which 
measured 3.75 m wide (north-south) but the southern and northern edges of the ditch were not fully traced. The 
ditch cut (C.145) was 1.95 m deep and contained 10 fills (C.135 to C.144 inclusive) and was re-cut once (C.158) 
(Figure 9; Plate 8). The 10 fills appear to comprise natural slippage – possibly indicative of an enclosure bank – 
(C.142, C.141, C.140, C.137 and C.136), redeposited subsoil (C.143 and C.135) and layers of material that had 
been dumped into the ditch (C.144 and C.138). One fill comprised an intense layer of burnt clay (C.139). The ditch 
continued to silt up with deposits until it had completely infilled. The uppermost fill (C.135), redeposited subsoil, 
may indicate that the ditch was deliberately backfilled. After the ditch had become silted up it was re-cut (C.158). 
This re-cut was just 2.4 m wide and 1 m deep and contained 6 fills (C.129 – C.134 inclusive). It is difficult to say 
whether this re-cut represents a phase of ditch renewal because it was not very large. Most of these fills were sterile 
which suggest that the ditch re-cut silted up naturally apart from one fill (C.132) which was charcoal-rich. The up-
permost fill (C.129) of the re-cut appears to have been deliberately deposited to seal the ditch.

Ditch Section 3: A 1.35 m length of the surviving western portion of the ditch was opened. In this section, the 
ditch cut (C.156) measured 2.75 m wide (east – west) and 1.3 m deep and had a U-shaped profile. The ditch in 
Section 3 contained 7 fills (C.148 to C.150 inclusive, C.152, C.154 to 155 inclusive and C.l57) (Figure 10). Four 
fills represented natural silting up of the ditch (C.154, C.155, C.157 and C.149). Two of the fills (C.150 and C.152) 
contained substantial quantities of seashells, animal bones and fish bones which indicated that the ditch had been 
used to dump everyday waste. Charcoal in the ditch fill C.152 was examined by Abigail Brewer and it was identi-
fied as Hazel (Corylus) and Birch (Betula). This charcoal was radiocarbon dated to AD 1080-1150 (Beta 202524).  
Similar to Ditch Section 2, the final fill of this portion of the ditch represented deliberately backfilled material. Two 
pieces of a possible burnt hammerstone (01E0327:136-137), fragments of iron slag (01E0327:113), a bone toggle 
(01E0327:5) and an iron pin (01E0327:123) were amongst the finds recovered from Ditch Section 3.
Three of the excavated pits (C.123, C.146 and C.153) were over 1 m in diameter and two of these (C.123 and C.153) 
averaged 1.5 m in depth. Due to the preponderance of charcoal, animal bones, fish bones and pottery sherds, these 
pits can be interpreted as refuse pits. Several of the other unexcavated pits seem to have served the same function 
and attest to some form of occupation within the enclosure. A number of metal artefacts were retrieved from a 
layer (C.121) in the southern corner of the enclosure. The extent of this layer was not established as it was not ex-
cavated; however, during cleaning in situ burning and iron panning of the soil were encountered. A copper ingot 
(01E0327:118) (Plate 9) and an iron pin (01E0327:119) were also recovered from this area. 
Two smaller pits were also discovered in Area III (C.1053 and C.1074). The pit (C.1053) may have related to metal 
production as very small fragments of metal were recovered from the fills. The second pit (C.1074) had been re-cut 
(C.1038) after it was backfilled with C.1166. The primary fills and the fill of the re-cut contained flecks of char-
coal and bone but there was no evidence of in-situ burning. A stake had been inserted in the very base of the pit 
C.1074. 

Area IV comprised a concentration of cut features – particularly stakeholes and pits – that were fully excavated. A 
linear cut (C.2208), a stakehole (C.2204) and a pit (C.2211) were encountered in one part of Area IV. The linear 
cut (C.2208), possibly a drain, measured 0.20 m N-S by 3.70 m E-W and was heavily truncated. It did not appear 
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to have been associated with other features and may have been of relatively recent date. The stakehole (C.2204) 
was situated 0.40 m SW of the pit. It appeared to have decayed in situ. The pit (C.2211) was sub-circular in plan 
and measured 1.35 m in diameter and 0.87 m in depth (Plate 13). It contained 7 fills (C.2200, C.2203, C.2205, 
C.2206, C.2207, C.2209 and C.2210). Three alternate fills of the pit (C.2205, C.2206 and C.2207) contained 
significant quantities of charcoal, seashells and animal bones. The two uppermost fills (C. 2200 and C.2203) con-
tained quantities of animal bone. Three of the fills (C.2200, C.2205 and C.2207) contained pottery, possibly 12th 
C. Dungarvan-type cooking ware (see Appendix 5). A bipolar flint flake (01E0327:100), iron slag (01E0327:114), 
nail fragments (01E0327:127), three undiagnostic fragments of iron (01E0327:125 and 129-131) and plant remains 
(see Appendix 8) were recovered from one fill (C.2200). A fragment of a ringed pin (01E0327:126) and a piece of 
corroded metal (01E0327:128) were recovered from pit fill C.2205 and iron slag was recovered from pit fill C.2207 
(01E0327:142). The animal bones, seashells, charcoal and artefacts recovered from this pit (C.2211) indicate that 
it was used for dumping refuse.

Concentration 2 and an associated work area were excavated to the west of Concentration 1 and on the upper 
slopes of a low hill. This concentration comprised 11 stakeholes, 2 pits and two possible slot trenches (C.2032, 
C.2034, C.2035, C.2037, C.2041, C.2042, C.2044, C.2046, C.2049, C.2052, C.2056, C.2062, C.2068 and 
C.2078) (Figure 17). Only the western half of the concentration of features had survived, the eastern section 
had been truncated. The two slot trenches (C.2049 and C.2078) exhibited in situ burning. The stakeholes were 
on average 0.5 m apart and there was evidence that they had been removed prior to in situ decay. The stakeholes 
enclosed an area 2.2 m by 1.4 m and it appears that they originally defined a structure that was roughly oval in 
shape. Although the enclosed area was quite small, the structure would have worked effectively as a windbreak 
or temporary shelter. The stakeholes were morphologically similar (oval/circular in plan; average depth 0.14 m) to 
those in Concentration 1 and stakeholes belonging to both concentrations contained the same sterile fill (C.2002) 
suggesting the possibility that both series’ of features were contemporaneous. The basal remains of a burnt pit or 
hearth were identified 3 m east of Concentration 2. The feature measured 0.76 m by E-W but was just on average 
0.01 m deep (it reached a maximum depth of 0.06 m). The entire base of the feature was heat-altered to a dark red 
indicating in situ burning. 
A complex of features comprising 7 pits (C.2076, C.2085, C.2090, C.2093, C.2097, C.2107 and C.2110) which 
were surrounded by 10 stakeholes (C.2060, C.2070, C.2074, C.2095, C.2100, C.2101, C.2103, C.2105, C.2108 
and C.2109) was located 2 m south of Concentration 2. The pits ranged in depth from 0.03 m to 0.18 m. One pit 
(C.2090) was circular in plan and the base of the cut was heat-altered indicating in situ burning. The pit contained 
large quantities of iron slag, possibly tap slag (01E0327:103), and may have been used for smithing (see Appendix 
7).  Though the remaining 6 pits contained large quantities of charcoal, they did not produce evidence of in situ 
burning with the exception of one pit (C.2110). A fill (C.2089) of one of the pits (C.2093) contained seeds and 
grain which may represent crop processing waste that was used as tinder (see Appendix 8). A fragment of hazelnut 
was recovered from the fill of an adjacent stakehole (C.2100). The stakeholes reached an average depth of 0.14 m. 
The fill of a number of the stakeholes was charcoal-rich. These stakeholes formed no unequivocal coherent struc-
tural pattern though it is likely they related to metalworking activities as represented by the pits and slag. The stakes 
may have formed a screen or shelter consisting of three sides of a roughly square-shaped structure.
A series of three inter-cutting pits (C.2047, C.2050 and C.2051), that exhibited in situ burning and had been cut 
by two stakeholes (C.2071 and C.2072), were also discovered in Area IV. The fills (C.2033 and C.2039) of the in-
tercutting pits were charcoal-rich and the uppermost fill contained three large burnt stones. C.2039 also contained 
a bipolar flint flake (01E0327:101). 

The artefactual assemblages from the various investigations at Shandon represent activity spanning approximately 
three centuries. The motif piece found at Shandon in 1917 indicates 9th/10th century activity. The silver Hiberno-
Norse coin (Plate 12), apparently of Aethelred II, dates to circa 1066-1087 AD and a fragment of a South-East 
Wiltshire crucible (Figure 19) indicates an 11th-12th century date. The abundance of 12th -13th century pottery 
(Figure 20) from Area II and Area III reflects activity at Shandon about a century later. These artefacts may rep-
resent three different periods of activity but alternatively they may indicate a continuity of occupation/activity at 
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this location.
A limited number of finds were recovered from the excavation of three sections through the ditch. Finds from 
one of the ditch fills (C.157) included a bone toggle (01E0327:5), small fragments of slag (01E0327:113), an iron 
rod (01E0327:123), a nail (01E0327:124) and two fragments of possible hammerstones (01E0327: 136 and 137). 
Further slag (01E0327: 182-185), iron objects (01E0327: 209, 211, 212) and possible fragments of copper alloy 
(01E0327: 118) came from another ditch fill (C.152). None of the finds recovered from the ditch are diagnostic of 
any one period of activity. However, because 49 sherds of Medieval pottery were found in the enclosure interior 
(Area II) and the area to the south of the enclosure (Area III), it is quite likely that the enclosure ditch itself is con-
temporaneous. It must be re-stated at this point that the division of the site into Area I, Area II etc in this report 
is for reference purposes only and does not imply that the ditch cut is unrelated to features encountered in the 
enclosure interior and immediately south of the enclosure.
Perhaps the most intriguing aspect to the sub-rectangular enclosure at Shandon is that it may represent a Hiberno-
Norse site. While it is known that Dungarvan town was the location of a Scandinavian settlement that subsequent-
ly developed into an important Anglo-Norman town, the nature of the Scandinavian settlement and its actual 
location have not been established to date (Bradley, Halpin and King 1989, 43). Bradley et al. (1989, 43) suggested 
the possibility that the original settlement was located to the north of Dungarvan town, possibly at Shandon (based 
primarily on the motif piece found there). Even though virtually all Hiberno-Norse settlement sites in Ireland are 
located under Anglo-Norman towns, recent discoveries at Woodstown outside Waterford city indicate that this was 
not always the case. Consequently, it is still possible that the original Hiberno-Norse settlement related to Dun-
garvan was actually located at Shandon though the evidence is not substantial enough to state this with certainty. 
Similarly, it is possible - though far from certain - that the sub-rectangular enclosure investigated by Eachtra is the 
Sean Dún from which the townland derived its name.
The majority of archaeological features discovered at Shandon were not excavated because they were preserved in 
situ by rezoning this part of the development site as a ‘green area’. Nevertheless, the investigations that did take 
place indicate that the portion of land abutting the River Colligan was a focus for activity in the Neolithic and/or 
earlier Bronze Age. The nature of prehistoric activity is unknown, being represented only by lithic debitage and a 
few convex scrapers. However, it is possible that prehistoric settlement was deliberately located here to exploit the 
riverine resources. In this respect it is possible that some of the unexcavated and/or undatable features encountered 
during archaeological works relate to prehistoric structures. Alternatively, the lithic assemblage may reflect seasonal 
or intermittent trips made to the river during which time flint knapping took place.
Illustrations by: Abigail Walsh, Bernice Kelly. 
Compiled by:  Antonia Doolan
Edited by:  John Tierney and Jacinta Kiely

Topographical Files for Shandon townland	 , National Museum of Ireland, Kildare Street, Dublin.

Area III: South of enclosure
For contextual details, see Appendix 1 (Area III)

Area III was located immediately south of the enclosure (Area I) and extended over an area of more than 250m². 
A number of stakeholes, postholes and pits were encountered here (Figure 11). Two relatively large pits were en-
countered (C.1246 and C.1226) cutting through the natural clay stratum (C.1031). The pits had been backfilled 
with stones and soil. Pit (C.1246) was kidney-shaped in plan and measured 8.75m by 4m and was over 1m deep 
(Figure 12). No artefacts were recovered from this pit. Pit (C.1226) was not fully excavated as it extended beyond 
the southern limitations of the excavation trench (Figure 13; Plate 10). It contained five fills (C.1138, C.1247, 
C.1198, C.1157 and C. 1154). A number of features had been dug into the uppermost fill (C.1138) of this pit 
including three postholes (C.1134, C.1175 and C.1183), four stakeholes (C.1143, C.1150, C.1168 and C.1164) 
and a pit (C.1081). The latter may have been dug to remove a post or stake. A possibly worked quartzite cobble 
(01E0327:239), a sherd of 12th/13th century pottery (possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware) (01E0327:155) and a 
flint bipolar flake (01E0327:177) were recovered from the features that cut into C.1138. The features dug into the 
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uppermost fill (C.1138) and the postholes (C.1023 and C.1079) and stakeholes (C.1014, C.1018, C.1040, C.1041, 
C.1056, C.1080, C.1092, C.1095, C.1098, C.1101, C.1104, C.1107, C.1113, C.1121, C.1124, C.1127, C.1129, 
C.1191, C.1208, C.1211 and C.1215) and pits (C.1005 and C.1013) around the perimeter of the pit (C.1226) may 
have formed a double row of stakes and posts orientated ENE - WSW. Some of the cuts exhibited signs of re-use, 
suggesting the same sockets were re-used to hold posts and stakes. C.1005 and C.1013 may have been excavated to 
facilitate the removal of the stake from C.1014 and the post from C.1079 A smaller pit (C.1176), dug to facilitate 
the insertion of two stakes (C.1166 and C.1184), was located near these features. This small pit is probably contem-
poraneous with the features that cut into the uppermost fill of the large pit (C.1226).

It is possible that the two large pits (C.1226 and C.1246) in Area III represent clay extraction pits with clay possibly 
used in pottery manufacture. Clay extraction pits of 17th century or later date were excavated in Dungarvan town 
by Dave Pollock (Bennett 1998, 181-2 and 184). However, the discovery of 12th/13th century pottery in one of the 
pits suggests that the Shandon examples are of Medieval date.

A clayey-silt deposit (C.1205) sealed the above features in addition to a large portion of Area III. This deposit 
seems to have been deliberately laid to create a level ground surface. A number of features cut into this surface 
(C.1205) including postholes (C.1140 and C.1229), furrows (C.1187, C.1224, C.1008, C.1217 and C.1106) and 
pits (C.1147, C.1195 and C.1203). Sherds of Dungarvan-type pottery (01E0327:156, 157 and 159), iron objects 
(01E0327:222-223), iron nails (01E0327:224-227, 229-230), an iron fishhook (01E0327:228), a possible iron spear-
head (01E0327:221), 8g of iron slag (01E0327ext:187) and one bipolar flint flake (01E0327:180) were recovered 
from one of the pits (C.1203) (Figure 14; Plate 11). A mettled surface of rough cobbling (C.1060) was also discov-
ered which continued beyond the limit of the excavation to the west. Sherds of 12th century cooking ware (pos-
sibly Dungarvan-type) (01E0327:148-154) were found in this mettled surface. A number of truncated stakeholes 
(C.1067, C.1068, C.1069, C.1072, C.1086, C.1087, C.1088, C.1092, C.1161 and C.1162) had been dug through 
C.1060. 
A number of other spreads and surfaces were encountered in Area III (C.1158, C.1152, C.1201, C.1196 and 
C.1060) from which several artefacts were recovered. Amorphous iron slag (01E0327:185) and possible fragments 
of copper alloy (01E0327:213), were recovered from C.1158; amorphous iron slag (01E0327:182 and 183), an 
iron rod (01E0327: 209), a possible iron pin (01E0327: 210) and fragments of iron (01E0327: 20110-12) were 
found in C.1152. Nine amorphous pieces of iron slag (01E0327:186), a silver Hiberno Norse coin (01E0327:219) 
(Plate 12) dating to between 1066 and 1087 (Lar Dunne and Michael Kenny pers comm.) and a piece of metal 
(01E0327: 220) were recovered from C.1196. Sherds of 12th C. pottery (possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware) 
(01E0327:148-154), an iron nail and iron pin (01E0327:207 and 208) and a clay pipe stem (01E0327:167) were 
recovered from C.1060. These deliberately laid surfaces may relate to the fact that the ground surface immediately 
outside the enclosure entrance would have been subject to a significant amount of disturbance. It would have been 
essential to keep the ground surface as level and dry as possible. In addition, this part of the site was quite wet and 
was adjacent to what may have been a small pond in the past (this ‘pond’ was buried beneath mounded topsoil and 
was not investigated though it offered the potential of high-quality preservation).

Four possible features containing flecks of charcoal, occasional burnt clay and some metal slag were exposed by 
machine west of Area III. The archaeological features were cleaned by hand and recorded but were not excavated. 

Further archaeological features were identified immediately west of Area III during the latest phase of archaeologi-
cal monitoring (Figure 15). These features were not excavated but were  recorded and preserved in situ by designat-
ing this as a ‘green area’. The archaeological material discovered included a north - south orientated curvilinear 
feature and six oval pits with charcoal-rich fills. Many of the pits contained possible traces of industrial residue, 
of either ferric or cupric origin. A length of the enclosure ditch was also exposed and was 3.5m wide at this point. 
A line of three postholes was also noted along the inner edge of the ditch. These were evenly spaced and were ap-
proximately 0.35m in diameter. A large sub-oval spread (8m x 6m) of dark reddish brown silty clay, containing 
numerous heat-reddened and shattered stones, was also encountered. The remains of a possible bowl furnace were 
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also encountered (Figure 15). Part of the spread displayed evidence of intense burning and charcoal-rich silty clay 
with highly ferric inclusions. In the course of monitoring, struck flint, sherds of 18th/19th century pottery, building 
rubble and iron nails were recovered. 

Area IV: Features to NE of, and outside, the enclosure
For contextual details, see Appendix 1 (Area IV)

A single pit (C.2008) was discovered 6 m NE of the above pit (C.2211). Pit C.2008 was sub-circular in plan and 
measured 0.28 m by 0.23 m and was 0.24 m deep (Plate 14). The sides of the cut exhibited in situ burning. A piece 
of tap slag (01E0327:105) and charcoal were recovered from the pit fill. The size and shape of this pit combined 
with the discovery of tap slag and evidence of burning suggests the possibility that the pit may have comprised a 
small smelting shaft furnace (see Appendix 7). A second pit (C.2090) discovered in Area IV also appears to have 
been associated with metalworking.
An area of intensive activity was located further northwest of these features and included two concentrations of cut 
features. 

Concentration 1 comprised 19 pits and stakeholes (cuts and fills: C.2002 to C.2027) (Figure 16; Plate 15). The 
same fill (C.2002) was encountered in almost all the 19 features and consisted of brown silty clay. The majority of 
the stakeholes were oval in plan and tapered at the base to a rounded point. All the cuts were quite shallow suggest-
ing they may have been truncated by natural or artificial formation processes. The stakeholes and pits did not form 
any discernible pattern. However, nine stakeholes (C.2010, C.2011, C.2012, C.2013, C.2015, C.2021, C.2022, 
C.2026 and C.2027) and a slot trench (C.14) may have formed the eastern half of a circular structure. The slot 
trench contained charcoal-rich fills with evidence of in situ burning indicating that the stakes in the trench had 
been burnt to their bases. One pit (C.2005) also contained a charcoal-rich fill. No artefacts were recovered from 
this series of pits and stakeholes apart from a possible hammerstone (01E0327:133) which was recovered from a 
stakehole cut (C.2021). Consequently, it is difficult to ascertain the date of these features and it cannot be assumed 
to be contemporaneous with the large sub-rectangular enclosure (Area I). A crescent-shaped pit (C.2088) was lo-
cated 6 m east of Concentration 1. The pit was partially stone lined and two stakes (C.2086 and C.2087) had been 
inserted into it at a 45° angle. The fill of the pit consisted of a charcoal enriched dark silty clay. 

Area V: Testing in south and southeast of Shandon townland
Large-scale areas of testing took place at Shandon in the vicinity of Shandon House (Plate 1). A test trenching 
strategy was devised and the test-trenches were excavated by track machine and extended where necessary. A quali-
fied archaeologist monitored all ground-moving activities. The location of any possible archaeological features were 
recorded and furthered investigated to ascertain their nature and extent. The trench locations and the archaeologi-
cal features were surveyed by total station.

Four main sets of test trenches were opened south of Area III and four areas of archaeological potential were un-
covered. A charcoal rich spread 1.6m x 0.9m composed of clayey silt with occasional small stones was encountered 
in Trench T1CTE2. A keyhole shaped feature (1.3m x 0.42m) containing two main fills was found in Trench 2. 
The north-northwest end has been burnt in situ; charcoal flecks and burnt stone were frequently encountered. A 
roughly circular patch of charcoal rich was found in the same area (T2CTW4). A possible whetstone was discov-
ered embedded in this deposit. The foundations of a 19th century wall orientated east-west were found in Trench 
T9CTE1. It was made of roughly coursed limestone with a lime rich mortar and a possible clay floor was located to 
the south of the wall. The wall is likely to have been associated with Shandon House. A number of post-medieval 
ditches and drains and modern agricultural furrows were also discovered during monitoring. In Trench T9CTE3, 
three pits containing the remains of small mammals were found and may represent a pet’s graveyard on the grounds 
of Shandon House. 

Four test trenches were excavated in the archaeological exclusion zone of Shandon House (Plate 1). Not surpris-
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ingly, testing revealed a high concentration of post-medieval cultural heritage around the site of the former house 
such as ditch and drainage features, a tree bowl and a stone metalled surface (probably a road) that was partially 
contained by a mortar bonded wall. A concentration of activity was encountered on the site of the 19th century 
farm complex and none of the features uncovered appeared to be associated with an earlier 17th century house. The 
demolished remains of the 19th century Shandon House were encountered in addition to what appeared to be the 
remains of one of the main walls of Shandon House. A tiled area, possibly the kitchen of the 19th century structure, 
was also discovered. An area of finer cobbling and rubble was found that may represent the driveway or formal 
entrance area associated with Shandon House. Testing also revealed the foundation courses of the north and south 
end-walls of the narrow rectangular farm building depicted on the 2nd edition Ordnance Survey Map (Figure 3). 
An area of stone metalling that again found in this vicinity that may have been a road surface. 

Discussion and interpretation of archaeological discoveries at Shandon6. 

Neolithic or Bronze Age activity
While the principal archaeological feature excavated at Shandon comprised a large sub-rectangular ditch, it is of 
note that 80 prehistoric lithics were recovered during topsoil stripping in Area I and Area III. The assemblage was 
examined by lithic specialist Dr. Sarah Milliken (see Appendix 3 and relevant entries in Appendix 2). All the lithics 
are flint apart from a chert split pebble and a quartz bipolar flake. The flint was probably sourced on beaches along 
the Waterford coast. Apart from the chert pebble, the remaining material indicates the use of bipolar technology 
(see Appendix 3). Four of the lithics comprise retouched end scrapers (Figure 18) indicating Neolithic or Bronze 
Age activity (see Appendix 3). It is unsurprising to find evidence of prehistoric activity – possibly settlement – at 
Shandon. The site is ideally located on the southern banks of the River Colligan. In light of the lithic finds, it is 
necessary to consider that some of the unexcavated features in Area II are prehistoric in date. Similarly, a significant 
proportion of cut features and the light timber structures encountered in Area II and Area IV did not produce di-
agnostic artefacts and may relate to prehistoric activity. That said, no other artefacts of prehistoric date were found 
during archaeological work at Shandon. The collection of lithics from Shandon is important because prior to this 
there was no evidence of prehistoric activity in the townland.

9th-12th century activity
The most significant feature that was excavated at Shandon comprises the large sub-rectangular enclosure. Char-
coal from the fill of the enclosure was dated to AD 1080-1150 (Beta 202524). The ditch of this enclosure varied in 
depth from 0.2 m to 1.95 m and varied in width from 2.75 m to 7.2 m. In the 1930s Mongey had recorded that the 
ditch was 3.4 m wide by 0.76 m deep which is consistent with the present excavations. The variation in depth and 
width of the ditch reflects the original appearance of the enclosure though the ditch has also been influenced to a 
certain extent by truncation and disturbance of more recent centuries. It seems that originally the southern line of 
the ditch was deliberately deeper at either side of the entrance and at the time of the present excavation, this part of 
the ditch was quite substantial in comparison to the more ephemeral Ditch Section 1. No trace of an internal bank 
was found during excavation of the ditch. However, some of the ditch fills may represent a collapsed internal bank 
or a deliberately dismantled bank. Further supporting this hypothesis is the fact that no archaeological features 
were encountered immediately inside the ditch where one might expect to find a bank. 

Material recovered during excavations indicates that one of the functions of the sub-rectangular enclosure was for 
domestic occupation. The pottery found inside the enclosure and immediately outside it represents local domestic 
cooking ware (Figure 20) which dates to the 12th/13th century (see Appendix 5). A number of the artefacts recov-
ered also attest to the domestic nature of the site and to the range of every-day activities that took place there. The 
fragments of a silver thimble (01E0327:115 and 116) (Figure 21; Plate 7) from the ditch fill not only represent nee-
dlework but indicate that the owner was of some status. The iron sewing needle (01E0327:119) and the copper alloy 
sewing needle (01E0327:215) (Figure 22) reflect similar activities. The iron fish hook (01E0327ext:228) indicates 
fishing was a component of the activities of inhabitants of the enclosure, verified by the discovery of fish bones in a 
pit (C.122). Artefacts related to every-day work – such as the various iron nails (Figure 23) discovered in addition 
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to the iron key shank (01E0327ext:233) and iron knife tang (01E0327ext:232) –were probably manufactured on 
the site itself or in close proximity.

Cereal remains from Areas II and III represented primarily barley and oats with lesser quantities of wheat and rye. 
This range of cereals parallels other rural Medieval sites such as the moated site at Ballyveelish, Co. Tipperary, a 
corn-drying kiln at Kilferagh, Co. Kilkenny and an Anglo-Norman ring ditch at Ballysimon, Co. Limerick (see 
Appendix 8). Blackberry and sloe remains were also found in some of the pit fills at Shandon and may indicate fruit 
eaten in season or fruit jams and jellies. Similar evidence has been encountered in domestic contexts in Medieval 
Waterford and Medieval Dublin (see Appendix 8). Similarly, two fills in a pit (C.2211) in Area IV contained bone, 
shell, charcoal, fragments of hazelnut shells, blackberry seeds and grains of barley, wheat and oats in addition to 
12th/13th century pottery.

Fills from a number of pits associated with the Shandon enclosure contained seashells, charcoal and animal bones 
and appear to represent refuse pits. For instance, a pit fill (C.122) in the enclosure interior contained 10% fish bones 
and 6% animal bones. Similarly, two of the ditch fills consisted of spreads of seashells and animal bones (C.150 and 
C.152) and several other fills contained quantities of shells, animal bones, burnt bones, charcoal and burnt clay. 
These deposits indicate that the ditch was used to dump domestic refuse. The artefactual evidence supports such an 
interpretation – the waste products of metal working - ie. slag - was also disposed of in the ditch cut. 

The 100 or so pieces of industrial metalworking waste found in the vicinity of the sub-rectangular enclosure also 
testify to ferrous and non-ferrous metalworking – probably of a domestic nature. The copper ingot (Plate 9) and 
crucible fragments (Figure 19) indicate the working of small copper alloy objects. The slag discovered indicates 
iron smithing and/or smelting. A circular pit (C.2090) from Area IV seems to represent a hearth associated with 
metalworking, possibly a smithing hearth. A smelting shaft furnace (C.2008) was also discovered in Area IV (see 
Appendix 7).

17th-18th century activity
Post-medieval pottery sherds were recovered during archaeological monitoring at Shandon. One sherd of Wester-
wald pottery (01E0327:140) (Plate 16), possibly from a jug, indicates a 17th or 18th century date. Roughly contem-
poraneous with this are four sherds of Bristol/Staffordshire slipware (Plate 17) which derived from an 18th century 
plate and cup. It is likely that some of the clay pipe fragments found during work at Shandon reflect a similar 
date.

Conclusions7. 
The greatest proportion of archaeological features encountered at Shandon relate to Medieval activity. While noth-
ing dateable was recovered from the sub-rectangular enclosure ditch itself, the discovery of 12th/13th century pottery 
from features inside and immediately outside the enclosure provides a strong case that the ditch is contemporane-
ous. It must be considered a possibility that the enclosure at Shandon is a Medieval moated site. The latter have 
been defined as “all rectangular enclosures bounded by banks and moats of Medieval date, whether they enclosed 
a major house or simply a garden or cattle pen” (Barry 1987, 84). While there was no definite evidence of a bank at 
Shandon, there is a suggestion that one may have existed. Moated sites date to the 13th and 14th century (ibid., 85) 
and the local pottery found at Shandon overlaps with this date range. 

It must also be considered that the Shandon enclosure relates to Hiberno-Norse activity. Prior to the present work, 
the motif piece was the sole indicator of such activity. However, this find is now further substantiated by the 
discovery of an 11th century Hiberno-Norse coin (Plate 12). Because of preservation by redesign and avoidance, 
a large proportion of archaeological features at Shandon were not excavated and consequently it is quite possible 
that further diagnostic Hiberno-Norse material survives on the site. However, one coin and a trial piece do not a 
Hiberno-Norse settlement make and it is plausible that the coin was deposited in Anglo-Norman times long after 
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its original period of manufacture and use.

Table of Radiocarbon results from Shandon, Co. Waterford 01E0327

Lab code Material Context Sample 2 sigma calibration
Beta 202524 Charcoal (Hazel and Birch) 152 135 AD 1080-1150
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10.  Appendix 1: Context Register
Note regarding context numbers:
Because Areas I, II, III and IV were excavated at different times and under different directors, the context num-
bers were not continuous but rather the same sequences (ie. 1 to infinity) were used at different times. Conse-
quently, C.124 exists for Area I excavated under licence 01E0327 and a C.124 also exists for Area III excavated 
under licence 01E0327ext. To prevent confusion in this final report, 1000 was added to all the context numbers 
of Area III. Therefore, C.42 in Area III became C.1042. Similarly, 2000 was added to all the context numbers 
in Area IV. Therefore, C.201 in Area IV became C.2201. However, these changes were not made to the original 
paper records and the original context sheets.

Context Dimensions (m) Type Description
AREA I

124 10 x 6.50 x 0.22 Ditch fill Compact mid/dark brown silt clay. Inclusions: 4% small stones, 2% 
bone, 3% charcoal.

129 2.1 x 0.50 Ditch fill Compact light yellowish-brown clay.
130 1.40 x 0.10 Ditch fill Compact mid yellow-brown sandy clay.
131 2.50 x 0.20 Ditch fill Compact light yellow brown clay sand.
132 2.30 x 0.04 Ditch fill Thin lens of charcoal.
133 2.30 x 0.08 Ditch fill Moderately compact light brown sandy clay.
134 1.05 x 0.30 Ditch fill Moderately compact mid grey-brown sandy clay.
135 1.05 x 0.50 Ditch fill Compact mid yellowish-brown sandy clay.
136 1.50 x 0.20 Ditch fill Compact light greyish-brown sandy clay
137 3.60 x 0.30 Ditch fill Compact mid greyish-brown sandy clay.

138 1.0 x 0.15 Ditch fill Slightly compact mid brown clay. Occasional stones, charcoal, burnt 
bone and shell.

139 1.95 x 0.30 Ditch fill Slightly compact burnt orange-brown sandy silt. Frequent charcoal.
140 0.50 x 0.10 Ditch fill Slightly compact mid yellowish-brown silty sand.
141 0.95 x 0.09 Ditch fill Slightly compact mid greyish-brown silty sand.
142 2.0 x 0.82 Ditch fill Slightly compact light greyish-brown clay.
143 0.35 x 0.10 Ditch fill Slightly compact light yellowish-brown sand.
144 2.25 x 0.31 Ditch fill Slightly compact grey-brown sandy clay.

145 3.75 x 1.95 Ditch cut
Linear in plan, with rounded terminal. The break of slope is not vis-
ible. Concave sides, break of base is gradual. The base is tapered to a 
round point

147  1.30 x 0.18 Ditch fill Compact heat altered red clay with 15% charcoal.
148 2.10 x 0.50 Ditch fill Moderately compact mid yellow-brown silty-clay.
149 2.80 x 0.70 Ditch fill Slightly compact mid grey-brown clay silt. Occasional small stones.
150 0.48 x 0.10 Ditch fill Spread of shells and bone.

151  Ditch fill Slightly compact mid grey-brown clay silt. Occasional small stones, 
30-40% bone.

152 0.45 x 0.08 Ditch fill Thin spread of shells and bone.
154 1.51 x 0.20 Ditch fill Slightly compact yellow-brown clay silt. 10-15% burnt clay.
155 0.20 deep Ditch fill Slightly compact yellow-brown silty clay. Occasional charcoal.

156 2.75 x 1.30 Ditch cut
Linear in plan with rounded terminals. The break of slope was sharp, 
the sides were inclined to base and slightly concave. The break of 
base was sharp; the base was flat. The ditch had a U-shaped profile.

157 1.60 x 0.30 Ditch fill Slightly compact mid grey-brown clay silt. 30-40% bone, occasional 
small stones. 

158 2.50 x 1.05 Ditch re-cut
Linear in plan, the break of slope is sharp; the sides are concave and 
stepped. The break of base is gradual; the base is undulated. The re-
cut has a U-shaped profile.

159  8 x 7.20 x 0.20 Ditch cut Linear in plan with rounded southern terminal. The break of slope is 
sharp; the sides are concave. The break of base is gradual; flat base.

AREA II

115 1.45 x 0.3 x 0.07 Fill of pit C.146 Moderately compact dark brown clay. Inclusions: 12-15% charcoal, 
pottery, animal bone, burnt bone.
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116 1.54 x 1.71 x 0.16 Fill of pit C.123 
Moderately loose dark brownish-black silty-clay. Inclusions: 5% 
pebbles, 10-15% bone, burnt animal bone, fish bones, large mammal 
bones, antler, 30% seashells, pottery, slag.

117  Not established Pit fill Not Excavated. Animal and fish bones.
118  Not established Pit fill Not Excavated.
119  Not established Pit fill Not Excavated.
120 Not established Pit fill Not Excavated. Animal bone.
121  Not established Deposit Not Excavated.

122 1.15 x 1.3 x 0.20 Fill of pit C.153 Loosely compacted dark brown clay-silt. Inclusions: 10% fish bone, 
6% animal bone, 2% stones. 

123 1.54 x 1.71 x 0.16 Pit cut Semi-circular in plan, the break of slope was sharp, the sides were ta-
pered to base. The break of base is moderately sharp; the base is flat.

125 0.34 x 0.34 x 0.05 Fill of pit C.127 Moderately compact charcoal enriched silty-clay. Inclusions: 10% 
pebbles. Flint flake, pottery

126 0.29 x 0.30 x 0.03 Fill of pit C.127 Moderately compact dark brown silty-clay. Inclusions: 5% charcoal, 
5% iron panning.

127 0.34 x 0.34 x 0.08 Pit cut
Sub-circular in plan, the break of slope is gradual, the sides area 
concave. The break of base is concave; the base is tapered to a round 
point.

128   Not established Spread Not excavated

146 1.45 x 0.30 x 0.07 Pit cut
Linear in plan with rounded terminals. Sharp break of slope; concave 
sides. The break of base is gradual; the base is tapered to a round 
point.

153 1.15 x 1.3 x 0.20 Pit cut
Sub-circular in plan, the break of slope is moderately sharp, 
concave sides. The break of base is gradual; the base is flat.

AREA III
1001 Topsoil Topsoil
1002 4.2 x 1 x 0.12 Furrow fill
1003 0.26 x 0.25 x 0.11 Fill of C.1005 Dark brown fill with flecks of charcoal
1004 0.6 x 0.4 x 0.15 Deposit Circular deposit of burnt red clay
1005 0.26 x 0.25 x 0.11 Pit cut Circular cut filled with C.1003
1006 0.10 x 0.09 x 0.09 Stakehole fill Fill of stakehole cutting C.1005
1007 0.10 x 0.09 x 0.09 Stakehole cut Filled with C.1006
1008 4.2 x 1.05 x 0.12 Furrow cut Filled with C.1002
1009 0.5 x 0.27 x 0.35 Posthole fill Burnt deposit, fill of C.1023
1010 0.18 x 0.11 x 0.05 Pit fill Fill of small feature adjoining C.1003
1011 0.07 x 0.06 x 0.06 Stakehole fill
1012 0.7 x 0.64 x 0.1 Surface Clay under C.1004
1013 0.19 x 0.11 x 0.05 Pit cut Filled with C.1000
1014 0.07 x 0.06 x 0.06 Stakehole cut Filled with C.1011
1015 0.28 x 0.23 x 0.12 Posthole cut? Cut truncated by C.1016, in C.1023
1016 0.4 x 0.3 x 0.32 Posthole cut Cut of possible post hole pit, in C.1023
1017 0.09 x 0.07 x 0.09 Stakehole fill
1018 0.09 x 0.07 x 0.09 Stakehole cut
1019 0.86 x 0.62 x 0.02 Deposit Spread burnt material
1020 0.14 x 0.09 x 0.05 Possible fill Poss. stakehole fill 
1021 0.2 x 0.08 x 0.04 Posthole fill Posthole fill, in C.1023
1022 0.7 x 0.6 x 0.3 Pit fill 6 silty sand deposits on top of pit C.1038
1023 0.45 x 0.38 Posthole cut Final cut of post hole ‘complex’
1024 0.99 x 0.81 x 0.28 Pit fill Dark greyish brown stoney spread in pit C.1038
1025 0.18 x 0.16 x 0.02 Burnt lens Small circular spread near C.1019
1026 0.3 x 0.26 x 0.2 Burnt lens Oval burnt patch near C.1019
1027 N/A Natural Mid-orange brown silty sand surface
1028 0.8 x 0.46 x 0.06 Pit fill Mid-pinkish brown spread in pit C.1038
1029 0.21 x 0.7 x 0.13 Stakehole fill Dark greyish brown lens (stakehole fill) in ‘chute’ C.1062
1030 0.03 x 0.26 x 0.03 Pit fill Light pinkish brown spread in pit C.1038
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1031 3.4 x 1.4 x 1.5 Natural clay Pinkish brown clay natural
1032 0.21 x 0.08 x 0.13 Stakehole cut double stakehole cut in ‘chute’ C.1062
1033 0.14 x 0.135 x 0.03 Pit fill Fill of pit C.1053
1034 0.56 x 0.51 x 0.03 Pit fill Fill of pit C.1053
1035 0.69 x 0.58 x 0.35 Pit fill Pit fill in C.1038
1036 0.09 x 0.07 x 0.13 Stakehole fill Fill of possible stakehole cut C.1040
1037 0.06 x 0.065 x 0.11 Stakehole fill Fill of possible stakehole, cut C.1041
1038 1 x 0.78 x 0.65 Pit cut Pit re-cut of C.1074
1039 0.095 x 0.08 x 0.03 Stakehole fill Fill of two poss. stakeholes in pit C.1053
1040 0.09 x 0.07 x 0.13 Stakehole cut Stakehole cut, fill C.1036  
1041 0.06 x 0.065 x 0.11 Stakehole cut Stakehole cut, fill C.1037 
1042 0.48 x 0.37 x 0.04 Pit fill Fill of pit C.1053
1043 0.19 x 0.1 x 0.1 Plankhole fill Fill of plankhole, cut C.1047
1044 0.1 x 0.08 x 0.08 Stakehole fill Fill of stakehole, cut C.1049
1045 0.55 x 0.47 x 0.03 Pit fill Dark blackish grey fill of pit C.1053
1046 1.12 x 0.22 x 0.04 Pit fill Sandy clay deposit against C.1031
1047 0.19 x 0.1 x 0.1 Plankhole cut Cut of plank hole, fill C.1043
1048 0.51 x 0.44 Pit fill Dark greyish black fill of pit C.1053
1049 0.1 x 0.08 x 0.08 Stakehole cut Poss.stakehole cut, fill C.1044
1050 0.52 x 0.41 x 0.02 Pit fill Fill of pit C.1053
1051 0.54 x 0.48 x 0.02 Pit fill Fill of pit C.1053
1052 0.23 x 0.13 x 0.13 Stakehole fill Fill of stakehole cut C.1056
1053 0.58 x 0.44 x 0.07 Pit cut Cut of shallow depression/pit
1054 1.2 x 0.26 x 0.14 Spread Silty sand deposit to south of C.1031
1055 0.42 x 0.35 x 0.07 Pit fill Dark greyish brown fill in ‘chute’ C.1062
1056 0.23 x 0.13 x 0.13 Stakehole cut Cut of post/stake hole, filled with C.1052
1057 0.19 x 0.165 x 0.07 Pit fill Dark grey fill in ‘chute’ C.1062
1060 2.6 x 1.25 x 0.15 Surface Black stony metalled surface
1061 Unexcavated Surface Grey silt material spread
1062 0.2 x 0.14 Cut Cut of possible chute into pit C.1074
1063 0.3 x 0.27 x 0.04 Pit fill Light greyish brown spread in C.1074

1065 N/A Multiple feature 
fill

Fill of C.1067, 1068, 1069, 1072, 1076, 1077, 1086, 1087, 1088, 
1161, 1162. Over C.1060.

1066 0.11 x 0.10 x 0.7 Pit fill Mid-greyish brown fill of C.1074
1067 0.14 x 0.13 x 0.38 Stakehole cut Possible cut, filled with C.1065
1068 0.2 x 0.18 x 0.19 Stakehole cut Double stakehole cut filled with C.1065
1069 0.22 x 0.19 x 0.22 Stakehole cut Triple stakehole cut filled with C.1065
1070 0.12 x 0.08 x 0.08 Stakehole fill Fill of possible stakehole in base of C.1074
1071 0.12 x 0.08 x 0.08 Stakehole cut Cut of stakehole in base of C.1074
1072 0.09 x 0.08 x 0.18 Stakehole cut Double stakehole cut, filled with C.1065
1073 0.3 x 0.3 x 0.24 Pit fill Fill of pit, Cut C.1081
1074 1.12 x 0.94 x 0.75 Pit cut Cut of pit (primary cut)
1075 0.33 x 0.15 x 0.47 Stakehole fill Fill of stakehole, cut C.1080
1076 0.06 x 0.06 x 0.04 Stakehole cut Stakehole cut, filled with C.1065
1077 0.08 x 0.07 x 0.05 Stakehole cut Stakehole cut, filled with C.1065
1078 0.2 x 0.17 x 0.12 Posthole packing Posthole packing around C.1007
1079 0.2 x 0.17 x 0.12 Posthole cut Posthole cut in base of C.1005
1080 0.33 x 0.15 x 0.47 Cut? Cut of Stakehole?
1081 0.3 x 0.3 x 0.24 Stakehole cut Filled with C.1073; truncates C.1138
1082 0.14 x 0.11 x 0.04 Stakehole packing Stakehole packing around C.1076
1083 0.18 x 0.09 x 0.02 Stakehole packing Stakehole packing around C.1077
1084 0.34 x 0.22 x 0.1 Stakehole packing Stone packing around C.1072
1085 0.16 x 0.1 x 0.08 Stakehole fill Stake hole fill
1086 0.18 x 0.15 x 0.04 Stakehole cut Possible truncated cut west of C.1072
1087 0.27 x 0.24 x 0.09 Stakehole cut Possible truncated cut south of C.1072
1088 0.27 x 0.18 x 0.05 Stakehole cut Possible truncated cut south of C.1087
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1089 0.11 x 0.09 x 0.04 Posthole cut Possible stakehole/posthole cut, fill C.1082
1090 0.18 x 0.09 x 0.02 Posthole cut Possible stakehole/posthole cut, fill C.1083
1091 0.09 x 0.065 x 0.1 Stakehole fill Fill of possible stakehole, cut C.1093
1092 0.1m x 0.09m x 0.1 Stakehole cut Cut of stakehole, fill C.1092
1093 0.08 x 0.06 x 0.08 Stakehole cut Cut of stakehole, fill C.1085
1094 0.11 x 0.07 x 0.1 Stakehole fill Possible stakehole fill, cut C.1095
1095 0.11 x 0.07 x 0.1 Stakehole fill Cut of stakehole, filled with C.1094
1096 0.22 x 0.12 x 0.12 Stakehole fill Fill of C.1098
1097 0.34 x 0.28 x 0.7 Natural Mid-orangish grey natural
1098 0.23 x 0.14 x 0.12 Stakehole cut Cut of stakehole/ plankhole, filled with C.1096
1099 0.1 x 0.08 x 0.11 Stakehole fill Fill of possible stakehole, cut C.1101
1100 0.19 x 0.17 x 0.7 Spread possible natural spread
1101 0.1 x 0.08 x 0.11 Stakehole cut Cut of stakehole, filled with C.1099
1102 1.5 x 0.5 x 0.1 Furrow fill Fill of furrow, cut C.1106
1103 0.19 x 0.085 x 0.16 Stakehole fill Fill of possible stakehole, cut C.1104
1104 0.19 x 0.085 x 0.16 Stakehole cut Cut of stakehole, filled with C.1103
1105 0.09 x 0.09 x 0.09 Stakehole fill Fill of possible stakehole, cut C.1107
1106 1.5 x 0.5 x 0.1 Furrow cut Cut of furrow, fill C.1102
1107 0.09 x 0.09 x 0.09 Stakehole cut Cut of stakehole, filled with C.1105
1108 0.12 x 0.08 x 0.13 Stakehole fill Stakehole fill, cut C.1109
1109 0.12 x 0.08 x 0.13 Stakehole cut Stakehole cut, fill C.1108
1110 0.12 x 0.13 Stakehole fill Fill of stakehole, cut C.1112
1111 0.085 x 0.09  0.08 Stakehole fill Fill of stakehole, cut C.1113
1112 0.12 x 0.13 Stakehole cut Cut of stakehole, fill C.1110
1113 0.085 x 0.09 x 0.08 Stakehole cut Stakehole cut, filled with C.1111
1114 0.095 x 0.06 x 0.06 Natural Fill of natural hollow
1115 0.17 x 0.10 x 0.11 Stakehole fill Fill of stakehole, cut C.1116
1116 0.17 x 0.10 x 0.11 Stakehole cut Cut of stakehole, fill C.1115
1117 0.10 x 0.095 x 0.03 Natural Fill of natural hollow
1118 0.115 x 0.07 x 0.07 Stakehole fill Fill of stakehole, cut C.1121
1119 0.12 x 0.9 x 0.06 Stakehole fill Stakehole fill, cut C.1120
1120 0.12 x 0.9 x 0.06 Stakehole cut Stakehole cut, fill C.1119
1121 0.115 x 0.07 x 0.07 Stakehole cut Stakehole cut, filled with C.1118
1122 0.23 x 0.12 x 0.075 Stakehole fill Fill of possible stakehole, cut C.1124
1123 0.22 x 0.16 x 0.13 Stakehole fill Fill of possible stakehole, cut C.1125
1124 0.23 x 0.12 x 0.075 Stakehole cut Cut of possible stakehole, fill C.1122
1125 0.22 x 0.16 x 0.13 Stakehole cut Cut of possible stakehole, fill C.1123
1126 0.08 x 0.09 x 0.12 Stakehole fill Fill of stakehole, cut C.1127
1127 0.08 x 0.09 x 0.12 Stakehole cut Cut of stakehole, fill C.1126
1128 0.11 x 0.11 x 0.1 Stakehole fill Stakehole fill, cut C.1129
1129 0.11 x 0.11 x 0.1 Stakehole cut Stakehole cut, fill C.1128
1130 0.48 x 0.22 x 0.13 Pit fill Fill of pit C.1134
1131 0.17 x 0.12 x 0.12 Pit cut Pit cut, with fill C.1130, within pit C.1134
1132 0.4 x 0.38 x 0.08 Pit fill Fill of pit C.1134
1133 0.18 x 0.1 x 0.09 Natural Mid-orangish brown spread
1134 0.38 x 0.36 x 0.2 Posthole cut Truncates C.1138
1135 0.54 x 0.11 x 0.7 Spread Spread
1136 0.09 x 0.08 x 0.18 Postpipe fill Postpipe fill of posthole C.1140
1137 0.09 x 0.08 x 0.18 Postpipe cut Postpipe cut of posthole C.1140
1138 3.36 x 2.75 x 0.27 Fill of pit C.1226 Dark brown clayey silt
1139 0.16 x 0.15 x 0.19 Posthole fill Mid-brown fill of C.1140
1140 0.16 x 0.15 x 0.19 Posthole cut Posthole cut
1141 All over site Natural Natural, yellowish brown silty sand
1142 0.07 x 0.07 x 0.14 Stakehole fill Fill of cut C.1143
1143 0.07 x 0.07 x 0.14 Stakehole cut Filled with C.1142; truncates C.1138.
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1145 1.37 x 0.53 x 0.05 Spread Mid-orangish brown compact spread over C.1138
1146 0.18 x 0.17 x 0.22 Pit fill Small pit fill, cut C.1147
1147 0.18 x 0.17 x 0.22 Pit cut Small pit cut, filled with C.1146
1148 0.62 x 0.7 x 0.12 Spread Orangish brown silty spread
1149 0.07 x 0.05 x 0.10 Stakehole fill Fill of possible stakehole, cut C.1150
1150 0.07 x 0.05 x 0.10 Stakehole cut Filled with C.1149; truncates C.1138.
1151 0.21 x 0.2 x 0.04 Natural Natural
1152 2.7 x 1.3 x 0.15 Surface Dark stoney deposit
1153 0.22 x 0.17 x 0.03 Pit cut
1154 2.9 x 2.5 x 0.52 Fill of pit C.1226 Light brownish grey silty clay
1155 1.07 x 0.45 x 0.09 Spread A raised layer which accumulated around a stake in C.1147
1157 1.32 x 1.2 x 0.2 Fill of pit C.1226 Light grey sandy clay
1158 2 x 1.72 x 0.08 Surface Stoney layer
1160 0.45 x 0.4 x 0.19 Pit fill Fill of pit cut C.1176
1161 0.22 x 0.2 x 0.04 Stakehole cut Truncated posthole cut filled with C.1065
1162 0.26 x 0.2 x 0.08 Stakehole cut Truncated posthole cut, filled with C.1065
1163 0.09 x 0.08 x 0.055 Stakehole fill Fill of possible stakehole, cut C.1164
1164 0.09 x 0.08 x 0.055 Stakehole cut Filled with C.1163; truncates C.1138
1165 0.08 x 0.07 x 0.1 Stakehole fill Fill of possible stakehole, cut C.1166
1166 0.08 x 0.07 x 0.1 Stakehole cut Cut of possible stakehole, fill C.1165
1167 0.07 x 0.065 x 0.05 Stakehole fill Fill of possible stakehole, cut C.1168
1168 0.07 x 0.065 x 0.05 Stakehole cut Filled with C.1167; truncates C.1138
1169 0.59 x 0.3 x 0.12 Dumped layer Debris backfilled into a natural hollow, mid brown clayey silt
1170 0.2 x 0.08 x 0.05 Pit fill Fill of postpipe, posthole cut C.1183
1171 0.18 x 0.135 x 0.2 Pit fill Fill of postpipe, cut C.1183
1172 0.27 x 0.16 x 0.07 Pit fill Fill of pit, cut C.1176
1173 0.44 x 0.32 x 0.19 Spread Natural spread
1174 0.09 x 0.09 x 0.15 Stakehole cut Cut of stakehole within pit C.1176
1175 0.12 x 0.07 x 0.08 Posthole cut Truncates C.1138
1176 0.46 x 0.43 x 0.35 Pit cut
1177 0.09 x 0.075 x 0.09 Stakehole fill Stakehole fill, cut C.1184
1178 0.18 x 0.135 x 0.2 Postpipe cut Cut of postpipe, posthole C.1183
1179 0.075 x 0.06 x 0.08 Stakehole fill Possible stakehole fill in posthole C.1183
1180 0.075 x 0.06 x 0.08 Stakehole cut Filled with C.179, in posthole C.1183
1181 0.5 x 0.395 x 0.22 Posthole fill Packing fill of postpipe C.1178
1182 1.9 x 1.3 x 0.12 Natural Natural, material silting up a natural hollow
1183 0.52 x 0.42 x 0.22 Posthole cut Truncates C.1138
1184 0.09 x 0.075 x 0.09 Stakehole cut Stakehole cut, fill C.1177
1185 2.8 x 0.6 x 0.17 Furrow fill Stony fill of furrow, cut C.1187
1186 Pit fill Fill of pit C.1246
1187 2.8 x 0.6 x 0.17 Furrow cut Cut of possible furrow, filled with C.1185
1188 0.84 x 0.25 x 0.08 Pit fill Silty fill of pit C.1195
1189 Pit fill Dark brown stoney layer, fill of pit C.1195
1190 0.11 x 0.1 x 0.16 Stakehole fill Stakehole fill, cut C.1191
1191 0.11 x 0.1 x 0.16 Stakehole cut Stakehole cut, filled with C.1190
1192 2 x 1.18 x 0.1 Pit fill Layer, fill of pit C.1195
1193 0.58 x 0.58 x 0.23 Pit cut Cut within pit C.1226
1194 0.47 x 0.27 x 0.21 Pit fill Fill of cut C.1195
1195 0.47 x 0.27 x 0.21 Pit cut Cut of pit, filled with C.1194
1196 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.35m Surface Extensive layer
1197 0.65 x 0.565 x 0.11 Natural Natural, material silting up a natural hollow
1198 2.6 x 1.31 x 0.43 Fill of pit C.1226 Mid greyish brown silty clay
1199 ? Natural? Natural? Plan and context sheet missing
1200 1.24 x 0.97 x 0.32 Pit fill Pit fill, of C.1203
1201 Unexcavated? Surface Spread under C.1152
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1202 1.03 x 1.02 x 0.32 Pit fill Pit fill of C.1203
1203 1.4 x 0.9 Pit cut Pit cut
1204 Unexcavated? Pit fill Stoney spread in C.1203, above C.1200
1205 Entire site Surface Extensive clayey silt surface
1206 2.75 x 2.73 x 1.02 Pit cut Re-cut of pit C.1226
1207 0.08 x 0.08 x 0.12 Stakehole fill Fill of stakehole, cut C.1208
1208 0.08 x 0.08 x 0.12 Stakehole cut Cut of stakehole, filled with C.1207
1209 1.5 x 1.4 Furrow fill Modern fill of furrow, fill C.1224
1210 0.075 x 0.05 x 0.06 Stakehole fill Stakehole fill, of cut C.1211
1211 0.075 x 0.05 x 0.06 Stakehole cut Stakehole cut
1212 0.28 x 0.21 x 0.04 Spread Spread
1213 3 x 1.4 Pit fill Dark orangish brown fill of C.1230
1214 0.13 x 0.125 x 0.06 Stakehole fill Stakehole fill, of cut C.1215
1215 0.13 x 0.125 x 0.06 Stakehole cut Stakehole cut, filled with C.1214
1216 0.98 x 0.45 x 0.2 Furrow fill Fill of furrow, cut C.1217
1217 0.98 x 0.45 x 0.2 Furrow cut Cut of furrow, fill C.1216
1224 2.36 x 1.59 x 0.36 Furrow cut Irregular cut of possible furrow, fill C.1209
1225 0.09 x 0.05 x 0.2 Postpipe fill Postpipe fill, posthole cut C.1229
1226 1.9 x ? x 1.3 Pit cut Filled with C.1198, C.1157, C.1138 and C.1154
1227 ? x 0.9 x 0.2 Postpipe cut Cut of postpipe, posthole cut C.1229
1228 0.3 x 0.25 x 0.32 Posthole fill Fill of posthole, cut C.1229
1229 0.3 x 0.25 x 0.32 Posthole cut Cut of posthole
1230 ? Pit cut Pit cut
1231 12.5 x >11.5 Pit fill Fill of pit cut C.1230
1232 1.7 x 0.4 Pit fill Fill of pit cut C.1230
1233 Unexcavated Unexcavated West face of Sondage 5
1234 1.28 x 1.2 x 0.08 Pit fill Fill within pit (clay lining)
1235 0.09 x 0.08 x 0.08 Stakehole fill Stakehole fill of cut C.1236
1236 0.09 x 0.08 x 0.08 Stakehole cut Stakehole cut, fill C.1235
1237 0.055 x 0.1 x 0.07 Stakehole fill Stakehole fill of cut C.1238
1238 0.055 x 0.1 x 0.07 Stakehole cut Stakehole cut, fill C.1237
1239 0.08 x 0.1 x 0.05 Stakehole fill Stakehole fill, of C.1240
1240 0.08 x 0.1 x 0.05 Stakehole cut Stakehole cut, fill C.1239
1241 0.05 x 0.06 x 0.07 Postpipe fill Postpipe fill, posthole cut C.1245
1242 0.05 x 0.06 x 0.07 Postpipe cut Postpipe cut, posthole cut C.1245
1243 0.54 x 0.32 x 0.05 Posthole fill Posthole fill , posthole cut C.1245
1244 1.4 x 0.9 Pit fill Pit fill of C.1203
1245 0.15 x 0.14 x 0.19 Stakehole cut Posthole cut
1246 8.75 x 4.0 x 1m+ Pit cut
1247 2.06 x 1 x 1.5 Pit fill Fill of pit C.1226
1248 Uncertain Pit fill Mid-pinkish brown sandy clay fill of C.1246
1249 Uncertain Pit fill Pinkish brown mortary sand fill of C.1246
1250 Uncertain Pit fill Pinkish grey mortary sand fill of C.1246

AREA IV

2002  Various Multiple stakehole 
fill Loosely compact grey brown silty clay.

2003 0.20 x 0.09 x 0.08 Stakehole cut Oval in plan. Break of slope sharp; concave  sides inclined towards 
base. Break of base sharp; base flat. 

2004 0.46 x 0.40 x 0.11 Fill of pit C.2005 Compact mid-grey silty clay with 10% charcoal.

2005 0.46 x 0.40 x 0.11 Pit cut Oval in plan, rounded corners. Break of slope sharp, concave sides. 
Break of base gradual; base concave.

2006 0.25 x 0.56 x 0.10 Fill of C.2018 and 
C.2019

Loosely compact mid orangish brown silty clay. Inclusions: 10% peb-
bles, 2% stones and 10% charcoal.

2007 0.25 x 0.35 x 0.07 Fill of C.2025, 
C.2026, C.2027

Moderately compact mid brown silty clay. Inclusions: 2% charcoal, 
1% pebbles.
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2008 0.24 x 0.14 x 0.11 Pit cut
Sub-rectangular in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is 
sharp and the sides are vertical. The break of base is sharp and the 
base is flat. 

2009 0.23 x 0.53 x 0.06 Fill of slot trench 
C.2014

Moderately compact mid greyish brown silty clay. Inclusions: 15-
20% charcoal & burnt stone.

2010 0.12 x 0.09 x 0.07 Stakehole cut
Oval in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is sharp and 
the sides are straight and inclined to west. The break of base is sharp; 
the base is tapered point.

2011 0.11 x 0.10 x 0.14 Stakehole cut
Oval in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is sharp; the 
sides are straight and inclined to west. The break of base is sharp and 
the base is a tapered blunt point.

2012 0.09 x 0.70 x 0.07 Stakehole cut
Oval in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is sharp. The 
sides are straight and tapering. The break of base is sharp. The base 
is a tapered rounded point.

2013 0.06 x 0.05 x 0.05 Stakehole cut Oval in plan with rounded sides. The break of slope is sharp and the 
sides are straight. The base is a tapered rounded point.

2014 0.23 x 0.53 x 0.06 Slot trench cut
Linear in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is sharp to 
north and gradual to south. The sides are vertical. The break of base 
is imperceptible; base is concave.

2015 0.11 x 0.10 x 0.15 Stakehole cut
Sub-circular in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is 
gradual and the sides are vertical and undercut at the base. The break 
of base is gradual and the base is flat. 

2016 0.22 x 0.13 x 0.10 Fill of C.2017 Moderately compact grey to brown silty clay. Inclusions: 5% char-
coal.

2017 0.15 x 0.09 x 0.09 Stakehole cut
Oval in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is sharp and 
the sides are inclined towards the base. The break of base is sharp to 
southwest and imperceptible elsewhere. The base is flat.

2018 0.23 x 0.26 x 0.15 Pit cut
Sub-circular in plan. The break of slope is gradual to imperceptible 
and the sides are gradual. Break of base gradual; base is a tapered 
rounded point. 

2019 0.36 x 0.31 x 0.10 Pit re-cut C.18
Sub-circular in plan. The break of slope is sharp to the south and 
gradual to the north. The sides are gradual concave. The break of 
base is gradual; base is a tapered point. 

2020 0.15 x 0.17 x 0.08 Stakehole cut

Sub-circular in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is 
gradual and the sides are vertical to the south and inclined to base 
to the north. The break of base is imperceptible and the base is a 
tapered point. Stone lining on the top may have served as packing 
material.

2021 0.14 x 0.10 x 0.18 Stakehole cut
Sub-circular in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is 
sharp and the sides are vertical. The break of base is gradual and the 
base is a tapered rounded point.

2022 0.11 x 0.14 x 0.11 Stakehole cut
Sub-circular in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is 
sharp and the sides are vertical. The break of base is gradual and the 
base is flat.

2023 0.05 x 0.065 x 0.10 Stakehole cut
Oval in plan with a sharp break of slope. The sides are smooth and 
inclined to the southeast. The break of base is imperceptible; base is 
a tapered point.

2024 0.78 x 0.92 x 0.08 Pit cut
Sub-rectangular in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is 
gradual and the sides are moderate to steep. Break of base is gradual; 
base is flat. Evidence of in situ burning. Filled with C.2028.

2025 0.14 x 0.08 x 0.08 Stakehole cut

Linear in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is sharp 
and the sides are straight. The break of base is sharp to the north 
and west and gradual to the south and east. The base is a tapered 
rounded point.

2026 0.08 x 0.09 x 0.09 Stakehole cut
Oval in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is sharp and 
the sides are straight with slight tapering to the base. The break of 
base is moderate and the base is a tapered rounded point.

2027 0.12 x 0.13 x 0.01 Stakehole cut
Sub-circular in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is 
gradual and the sides are vertical tapering towards the base. The 
break of base is gradual and the base is flat.
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2028 0.94m x 0.78m x 
0.08m Fill of C.2024 Compact brownish black sandy silt. Inclusions: 10% charcoal, 1% 

pebbles and 1% stones.

2029 0.16m x 0.14m x 0.04m Fill of C.2034 and 
C.2035

Moderately compact mid grey brown silty clay. Inclusions:  4% peb-
bles, 8% charcoal, 2% burnt clay, one wedged stone and one large in 
situ burnt stone.

2030 0.55m x 0.34m x 0.17m Fill of C.2031 and 
C.2032

Moderately compact mid orangish brown silty clay. Inclusions: 5% 
charcoal.

2031 0.55m x 0.34m x 0.17m Pit cut

Sub-circular in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is 
sharp and the sides are vertical and inclined to the base. The break of 
base is imperceptible. The base has evidence of a stakehole insertion. 
Filled with C.2030.

2032 0.09m x 0.07m x 0.10m Stakehole cut
Oval in plan with rounded corners. Break of slope is sharp and the 
sides are vertical and tapered towards the base. Base is a tapered 
blunted point. Filled with C.2030.

2033 0.77m x 0.80m x 0.15m Fill of C.2052 Soft mid blackish brown clayey silt. Inclusions:  8% burnt pebbles, 
8% burnt stones, 5% charcoal

2034 0.19 x 0.13 x 0.16 Conjoined pit cut
Sub-circular in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is 
sharp and the sides are vertical but slightly tapered to the base. The 
break of base is sharp and the base is flat. Filled with C.2029.

2035 0.24 x 0.14 x 0.15 Conjoined stake-
hole cut

Sub-oval in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is sharp 
and the sides are vertical and tapered to the base in the south. The 
break of base is gradual and the base is a tapered rounded point. 
Filled with C.2029. 

2036 0.20 x 0.14 x 0.08 Fill of C.2037 Soft light yellowish brown silty clay.

2037 0.20 x 0.14 x 0.08 Stakehole cut
Oval in plan with a sharp break of slope. The sides are moderate to 
steep and the break of base is sharp. The base is undulated. Appear 
stake may have deliberately loosened. Filled with C.2036.

2038 0.26 x 0.16 x 0.13 Fill of C.2042 Moderately compact mid brown silty clay. Inclusions: 5% charcoal

2039 0.75 x 0.34 x 0.10 Fill of C.2052 Moderately compact mid yellowish brown silty clay. Inclusions: 1 
piece of possible worked flint, 3 large stones - one is burnt.

2040 0.19 x 0.14 x 0.10 Fill of C.2041 Soft mid brown silty clay. Inclusions: 5% charcoal, 1% small stones.

2041 0.19 x 0.14 x 0.10 Stakehole cut
Sub-rectangular in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is 
sharp and the sides are vertical. The break of base is sharp and the 
base is a tapered point.

2042 0.26 x 0.16 x 0.13 Double stakehole 
cut

Linear in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is sharp 
and the sides are vertical. The break of base is sharp and the base is a 
tapered point. Filled with C.2038.

2043 0.19 x 0.12 x 0.09 Fill of C.2044 Moderately compact mid orangish brown silty clay. Inclusions: 0.5% 
charcoal and 3 small stones

2044 0.19 x 0.12 x 0.08 Stakehole cut
Sub-oval in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is sharp 
and the sides are vertical. The break of base is gradual and the base is 
flat. Filled with C.2043.

2045 0.20 x 0.15 x 0.09 Fill of C.2046 Moderately compact mid orange brown silty clay.

2046 0.20 x 0.15 x 0.10 Stakehole cut
Sub-oval in plan with rounded sides. The break of slope is sharp and 
the sides are smooth and tapered towards the base. The break of base 
is sharp and the base is flat. Filled with C.2045.

2047 0.34 x 0.32 x 0.11 Pit cut
Irregular in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is sharp 
and the sides are irregular. The break of base is gradual and the base 
is flat.

2048 0.28 x 0.16 x 0.09 Fill of C.2049 Compact burnt red clay. Inclusions: 0.5% charcoal

2049 0.28 x 0.16 x 0.09 Slot trench cut
Oval in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is sharp and 
the sides are vertical. Break of base is sharp and the base is a tapered 
blunt point. Filled with C.2048.

2050 0.81 x 0.30 x 0.14 Pit cut Irregular in plan with a gradual break of slope. The sides are steep 
and the break of base is gradual. The base is irregular.

2051 0.30 x 0.22 x 0.12 Pit cut Circular in plan with a sharp break of slope. The sides are irregular 
and the break of base is gradual. The base is a tapered point.
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2052 0.77 x 0.80 x 0.15 Pit cut
Irregular in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is sharp; 
the sides are almost vertical. The break of base is sharp to gradual 
and the base is irregular.

2053 0.15 x 0.16 x 0.14 Fill of C.2054 Moderately compact mid orange brown silty clay with slight charcoal 
staining.

2054 0.15 x 0.16 x 0.14 Stakehole cut

Sub-circular in plan. The break of slope is sharp with a double break 
of slope in the southwest. The sides inclined to the base. The break 
of base is gradual and the base is a tapered round point. Filled with 
C.2053.

2055 0.16 x 0.13 x 0.14 Fill of C.2056 Compact yellowish brown silty clay. Inclusions: 0.5% charcoal.

2056 0.16 x 0.13 x 0.14 Double stakehole 
cut

Oval in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is sharp and 
the sides are vertical. The break of base is gradual and the base is 
concave. Filled with C.2055.

2057 0.18 x 0.19 x 0.06 Fill of C.2058 Soft blackish brown silty clay. Inclusions: 0.5% charcoal.

2058 0.18 x 0.19 x 0.06 Pit cut

Sub-circular in plan with rounded corners. The top is defined by a 
setting of stones The break of slope is sharp. The sides are smooth 
and taper to the base. The break of base is sharp. The base is flat and 
partially stone lined. Filled with C.2057.

2059 0.09 x 0.08 x 0.04 Fill of C.2060 Soft to firm light yellowish brown silty clay.

2060 0.09 x 0.08 x 0.04 Stakehole cut
Sub-circular in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is 
sharp and the sides are vertical. The break of base is gradual and the 
base is concave. Filled with C.2059.

2062 0.09 x 0.13 x 0.055 Stakehole cut Sub-rectangular in plan. The break of base is sharp. The sides are 
vertical. The break of base is sharp and the base is flat.

2063 0.25 x 0.15 Fill of C.2068 Moderately compact mid orange-brown silty clay. Inclusions: 10% 
charcoal, 4% fine pebbles.

2064 0.10 x 0.13 x 0.09 Stakehole cut
Sub-circular in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is 
sharp and the sides are smooth and slightly concave. The break of 
base is sharp and the base is flat.

2065 0.06 x 0.05 x 0.06 Stakehole cut

Sub-rectangular in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is 
sharp and the sides are smooth and inclined towards the southeast 
where this is undercut. The break of base is sharp and the base is a 
tapered rounded point.

2066 0.08 x 0.05 x 0.04 Stakehole cut
Oval in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is sharp and 
the sides are smooth. The break of base is gradual and the base is a 
tapered rounded point

2067 0.10 x 0.08 Stakehole cut
Oval in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is sharp and 
the sides are vertical. The break of base is sharp and the base is a 
tapered point.

2068 0.24 x 0.14 x 0.13 Pit cut
Sub-rectangular in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is 
sharp and undercut in the east. The sides are vertical. The break of 
base is sharp and the base is flat. Filled with C.2063.

2069 0.03 x 0.03 x 0.05 Fill of C.2070 Moderately compact charcoal enriched dark reddish silty clay. Inclu-
sions: 50% charcoal

2070 0.03 x 0.03 x 0.05 Stakehole cut
Circular in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is sharp 
and the sides are vertical. The break of base is gradual and the base is 
flat. Filled with C.2069.

2071 0.06 x 0.08 x 0.17 Stakehole cut Oval in plan the break of slope is gradual. The sides are concave. The 
break of base is gradual and the base is concave.

2072 0.06 x 0.05 x 0.06 Stakehole cut Oval in plan and the break of slope is sharp. Sides are inclined to-
wards the base and the break of base is gradual. Base is concave.

2073 0.06 x 0.05 x 0.10 Fill of C.2074 Moderately compact dark reddish brown silty clay. Inclusions: 50% 
charcoal.

2074 0.10 x 0.09 Stakehole cut

Irregular in plan with angular corners. The break of slope is sharp 
and the sides are vertical and undercut in the west. The break of 
base is gradual and the base is a tapered rounded point. Filled with 
C.2073.

2075 0.5 x 0.35 x 0.09 Fill of C.2076 Firm charcoal enriched mid brown silty clay. Inclusions 1% pebbles, 
30% charcoal
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2076 0.5 x 0.36 x 0.09 Pit cut
Oval in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is gradual 
and the sides are concave. The break of base is gradual; the base is 
concave. There is evidence of in situ burning. Filled with C.2075.

2077 0.40 x 0.45 x 0.18 Fill of C.2090 Soft black charcoal fill with a wet silty texture. Inclusions: 30% 
charcoal, 10% iron slag and 30% burnt clay. Burnt bone and shell.

2078 0.18 x 0.14 x 0.19 Slot trench cut
Irregular in plan the break of slope is sharp to the north and west 
and gradual to the south and east. The sides are concave. The break 
of base is gradual and the base is irregular. Filled with C.2079.

2079 0.18 x 0.14 x 0.19 Fill of C.2078 Compact mid brown silty clay. Inclusions: 5% charcoal, 5% burnt 
clay.

2080 0.07 x 0.09 x 0.19 Stakehole cut Irregular in plan the break of slope is sharp. The sides are vertical 
and the break of base is gradual. The base is flat.

2081 0.05 x 0.05 x 0.14 Stakehole cut
Circular in plan with a gradual break of slope. The sides vertical to 
the west and sloped elsewhere. The break of base is gradual and the 
base is concave.

2082 0.03 x 0.05 Stakehole cut Circular in plan with a gradual to sharp break of slope. Stake in-
serted at an angle such that it is parallel to the ground surface.

2083 0.48 x 0.21 x 0.10 Fill of C.2088 Moderately compact mid dark brownish grey clayey silt. Inclusions: 
10% charcoal, 5% stones.

2084 1.22 x 0.62 x 0.12 Fill of C.2085 Soft dark grey-black charcoal stained fill. Inclusions: 30% slag, 10% 
charcoal, 1% small stones.

2085 1.22 x 0.62 x 0.12 Pit cut
Irregular in plan. The break of slope is sharp and the sides are 
vertical. The break of base is sharp; the base is irregular with some 
sandstones protruding from the natural. Filled with C.2084.

2086 0.055 x 0.05 x 0.05 Stakehole cut
Circular in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is sharp 
and the sides are smooth and slightly tapered to the base. The break 
of base is gradual and the base is a tapered rounded point.

2087 0.07 x 0.05 x 0.07 Stakehole cut
Sub-oval in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is sharp 
and the sides are straight and smooth. The break of base is sharp and 
the base is flat.

2088 0.18 x 0.19 x 0.10 Pit cut
Sub-circular in plan with angular corners. The break of slope is sharp 
and the sides are smooth. The break of base is sharp and the base is 
flat. Filled with C.2083.

2089 0.69 x 0.98 x 0.07 Fill of C.2093
Moderately compact dark brown mottled black-yellow silty clay. In-
clusions: 5% charcoal, 2% shell, 10% slag, 1% stones, 3 small bones, 
burnt animal bone fragments.

2090 0.46 x 0.40 x 0.18 Pit cut
Oval in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is sharp and 
the sides are vertical. The break of base is sharp and the base is flat. 
Filled with C.2007.

2091 0.02 x 0.02 x 0.05 Fill of C.2092 Dark grey black charcoal stained silty fill. 

2092 0.02 x 0.02 x 0.05 Stakehole cut Circular in plan with a sharp break of slope and vertical sides. Filled 
with C.2091.

2093 0.69 x 0.98 x 0.07 Pit cut
Irregular in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is sharp 
and the sides are gently sloped. The break of base is gradual and the 
base is irregular. Filled with C.2089.

2094 0.22 x 0.19 x 0.09 Fill of C.2095 Moderately compact mid brown silty clay. Inclusions: 2% charcoal 
flecks, 3 small angular pebbles.

2095 0.22 x 0.19 x 0.09 Stakehole cut
Sub-circular in plan with a sharp break of slope. The sides are sloped 
to the north, south and west and vertical to the east. The break of 
base is gradual and the base is concave. Filled with C.2099.

2096 0.73 x 0.30 x 0.03 Fill of C.2097 Soft, dark grey clayey silt with orange brown natural inclusions. 
Inclusions: 20-30% slag, 1% pebbles, 10% charcoal.

2097 0.73 x 0.31 x 0.03 Pit cut
Linear in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is sharp and 
the sides taper gradually to the base. The break of base is impercepti-
ble and the base is concave. Filled with C.2096.

2098 0.23 x 0.19 x 0.09 Fill of C.2101 Moderately compact dark brown silty clay. Inclusions: 3% bone, 
burnt animal bone, animal teeth, 6% slag, 1% pebbles

2099 0.22 x 0.2 Fill of C.2100 Moderately compact black-grey silty clay. Inclusions: 10% charcoal, 
2% stones.
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2100 0.22 x 0.2 x 0.15 Stakehole cut
Sub-circular in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is 
gradual and the sides are concave. The break of base is sharp and the 
base is flat. Filled with C.2099.

2101 0.23 x 0.19 x 0.09 Stakehole cut
Irregular in plan with a sharp break of slope. The sides are gently 
sloped and concave. The break of base is gradual and the base is 
concave. Filled with C.2098.

2102 0.39 x 0.31 x 0.25 Fill of C.2103 Compact mid brown silty clay. Inclusions 5% pebbles, 3% charcoal.

2103 0.39 x 0.31 x 0.25 Stakehole cut Irregular in plan with a sharp break of slope and vertical sides. Break 
of base is gradual and the base is concave. Filled with C.2102.

2104 0.18 x 0.07 x 0.11 Fill of C.2105 Soft dark grey charcoal stained clayey silt. Inclusions: 20-30% char-
coal, 2% sandstone.

2105 0.18 x 0.08 x 0.11 Stakehole cut

Rectangular in plan with square corners. The break of slope is sharp 
and the sides are vertical. The break of base is sharp in the east and 
west and gradual in the north and south. Base is concave. Filled with 
C.2109.

2106 0.34 x 0.2 x 0.02 Fill of C.2107 Soft light grey charcoal stained silty clay. Inclusions: 15-20% char-
coal.

2107 0.2 x 0.22 x 0.03 Pit cut
Sub-circular in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is 
imperceptible and the sides taper gradually to the base. The break of 
base is imperceptible and the base is concave. Filled with C.2106.

2108 0.12 x 0.08 x 0.11 Stakehole cut
Sub-circular in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is 
sharp and the sides are vertical. The break of base is gradual and the 
base is a tapered rounded point. Filled with C.2112.

2109 0.10 x 0.09 x 0.06 Stakehole cut
Oval in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is sharp and 
the sides are smooth and slightly concave. Break of base is sharp; the 
base is flat. Filled with C.2113.

2110 0.24 x 0.47 0.07 Pit cut
Irregular in plan with rounded corners. The break of slope is sharp 
and the sides are regular. The break of base is gradual and the base is 
irregular. Filled with C.2111.

2111 0.26 x 0.38 x 0.07 Fill of C.2110 Firm light grey brown silty clay. Inclusions: 8%-9% charcoal, 15-
20% stones.

2112 0.19 x 0.12 x 0.11 Fill of C.2108 Moderately compact mid brown silty clay. Inclusions: 5% charcoal.

2113 0.10 x 0.09 x 0.06 Fill of C.2109 Moderately compact mid brown slightly charcoal enriched silty clay. 
Inclusions: 5% charcoal.

2200 0.96m x 1.28m x 
0.36m Fill of C.2211

Moderately compact dark brownish-black silty-clay. Inclusions: 
occasional coarse pebbles and stones, occasional charcoal, frequent 
bone. Pottery.

2201 0.20m x 4.34m x 
0.07m Fill of C.2208 Slightly compact mid greyish-brown silty-clay. Inclusions: moderate 

pebbles and stones, occasional charcoal.

2202 0.10m x 0.10m Fill of C.2204 Slightly compact mid greyish-brown silty-clay. Inclusions: occasional 
stones and charcoal.

2203 0.88m x 1.22m x 0.18m Fill of C.2211 Slightly compact light yellowish-brown silty-clay. Inclusions: occa-
sional small stones and charcoal.

2204 0.10m x 0.10m Cut of Stakehole
Circular in plan, the break of slope is sharp the sides are vertical. The 
break of base is non-perceptible; the base is tapered to a round point. 
Filled with C.2202.

2205 1.08m x 1.10m x 0.15m Fill of C.2211 Moderately compact dark brownish-black silty-clay. Inclusions: oc-
casional stones, bone, pottery and charcoal.

2206  Fill of C.2211 Slightly compact mid yellowish-brown silt. Inclusions: moderate 
stones and oyster shell.

2207 0.88m x 0.94m x 
0.26m Fill of C.2211 Moderately compact dark blackish-brown silty-clay. Inclusions: mod-

erate stones, shell, pottery and slag.

2208 0.20m x 3.70m x 
0.07m Linear Cut

Linear in plan the break of slope is gradual, though partially trun-
cated. The sides are concave; the break of base is imperceptible. The 
base is concave. Filled with C.2201.

2209 1.12m x 0.90m x 
0.24m Fill of C.2211 Slightly compact dark greyish brown silt.

2210 0.96m x 1.20m x 
0.04m Fill of C.2211 Compact mid greyish brown clayey-silt.
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2211 1.22m x 1.35m x 0.87m Pit cut
Sub-circular in plan, the break of slope is sharp, the sides are 
vertical and smooth. The break of base is sharp; the base is 
concave.
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11.  Appendix 2: Finds register

Note: the find number begins with the excavation licence number under which the particular artefact was dis-
covered.
Slag, pottery, metal artefacts and lithics have been identified by specialists – see relevant Appendices with special-
ist reports.

Find number Description Area C.
01E0327:1 Fragment of polished antler or bone. I Ditch 
01E0327:2 Polished bone. III G.5
01E0327:3 Animal bone – possibly worked. II 117
01E0327:4 Bone with incised lines – possibly comb frag. III Stray
01E0327:5 Bone toggle. I 157
01E0327:6 Antler or bone fragment – possibly polished. III Stray
01E0327:7 Base sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. IV 2200

01E0327:8 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. Refits with 
01E0327:9. 

II 115

01E0327:9 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. Refits with 
01E0327:10. 

II 115

01E0327:10 Rim sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. Refits with 
01E0327:9. 

II 115

01E0327:11 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware II 115
01E0327:12 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. II 115
01E0327:13 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. II 115
01E0327:14 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. II 115
01E0327:15 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. II 115
01E0327:16 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. II 115
01E0327:17 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. II 115
01E0327:18 Rim or base sherd of unidentified pottery, possibly Medieval. II 115
01E0327:19 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. IV 2200
01E0327:20 Rim sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Poss. Dungarvan-type cooking ware. I Ditch 
01E0327:21 Sherd red glazed earthenware, 18-19th C. III Stray
01E0327:22 Possible crucible fragment. III Stray
01E0327:23 Sherd of 12th C. south-east Wiltshire crucible. II 120
01E0327:24 Sherd of 12th C. south-east Wiltshire crucible II 120
01E0327:25 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. II 125
01E0327:26 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. III Stray
01E0327:27 Crucible fragment. II 121
01E0327:28 Crucible fragment. II 121
01E0327:29 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. II 117
01E0327:30 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. II 117
01E0327:31 Sherd of unglazed red earthenware, C.19-20th. Stray
01E0327:32 Sherd of chinaware, C.19-20th. Stray
01E0327:33 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. IV 2205

01E0327:34 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. Refits with 
01E0327:35. 

IV 2200

01E0327:35 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. Refits with 
01E0327:34. 

IV 2200

01E0327:36 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. Refits with 
01E0327:38. 

IV 2200

01E0327:37 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. IV 2200

01E0327:38 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. Refits with 
01E0327:36. 

IV 2200

01E0327:39 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. IV 2205
01E0327:40 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. IV 2207
01E0327:41 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. IV 2207
01E0327:42 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. IV 2207
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01E0327:43 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. IV 2207
01E0327:44 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. IV 2207
01E0327:45 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. IV 2207
01E0327:46 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. IV 2207
01E0327:47 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. IV 2207
01E0327:48 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. IV 2207
01E0327:49 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. IV 2207
01E0327:50 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. Stray
01E0327:51 Flint bipolar split pebble. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 23x12x11mm. Stray
01E0327:52 Flint bipolar split pebble. White (N9). 17x11x5mm. Stray
01E0327:53 Flint bipolar flake. Very light grey (N8). 21x15x6mm. Stray
01E0327:54 Flint bipolar flake. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 28x27x7mm. Stray
01E0327:55 Flint bipolar flake. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 12x9x4mm. Stray
01E0327:56 Flint bipolar chunk. Very light grey (N8). 15x15x11mm. Stray
01E0327:57 Flint bipolar flake. Medium dark grey (N4). 8x9x4mm. Stray
01E0327:58 Flint bipolar flake. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 26x17x7mm. I?
01E0327:59 Flint bipolar flake. Refits with 01E0327:60. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 33x15x9mm. I?
01E0327:60 Flint bipolar flake. Refits with 01E0327:59. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 24x12x7mm. I?
01E0327:61 Flint bipolar flake. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 25x13x6mm. I Ditch
01E0327:62 Flint flake, heat-altered. 29x18x7mm. I Ditch
01E0327:63 Flint flake. White (N9). 21x24x7mm. I Ditch
01E0327:64 Flint bipolar split pebble. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 30x25x15mm. I Ditch

01E0327:65 Flint bipolar endscraper made on a split pebble. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 
22x29x12mm.

III G.6

01E0327:66 Flint bipolar endscraper made on a split pebble. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 
30x21x13mm.

III G.5

01E0327:67 Flint bipolar flake. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 12x14x4mm. II 118
01E0327:68 Flint bipolar flake. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 30x36x14mm. Stray
01E0327:69 Flint bipolar endscraper made on a flake. Light brownish grey (5YR 6/1). 14x24x8mm. Stray
01E0327:70 Unworked flint pebble. Stray
01E0327:71 Flint bipolar flake. Pale yellowish brown (10YR 6/2). 29x22x10mm. Stray
01E0327:72 Flint bipolar chunk. Very light grey (N8). 25x15x10mm. Stray
01E0327:73 Quartz bipolar flake. 18x12x4mm. Stray
01E0327:74 Flint bipolar flake. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 27x14x8mm. Stray
01E0327:75 Flint bipolar split pebble. Very light grey (N8). 29x23x19mm. Stray
01E0327:76 Flint bipolar flake. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 22x23x10mm. Stray
01E0327:77 Flint bipolar flake. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 32x10x7mm. Stray
01E0327:78 Flint bipolar flake. Very light grey (N8). 15x14x10mm. Stray
01E0327:79 Flint bipolar flake. Medium light grey (N6). 14x10x6mm. Stray
01E0327:80 Flint bipolar flake. Very light grey (N8). 42x16x4mm. Stray
01E0327:81 Flint bipolar flake. Dusky red (5R¾). 7x7x5mm. II 121
01E0327:82 Flint bipolar chunk. Pale yellowish brown (10YR 6/2). 34x22x14mm. III G. 5
01E0327:83 Flint bipolar split pebble. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 22x16x15mm. Stray
01E0327:84 Flint bipolar flake. Very light grey (N8). 19x19x10mm. Stray
01E0327:85 Flint bipolar chunk. Pale yellowish brown (10YR 6/2). 16x14x7mm. Stray

01E0327:86 Flint bipolar chunk. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). Refits with 01E0327:87&88 to form 
a pebble 35x24x17mm. Stray

01E0327:87 Flint bipolar chunk. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). Refits with 01E0327:86&88 to form 
a pebble 35x24x17mm. Stray

01E0327:88 Flint bipolar chunk. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). Refits with 01E0327:86&87 to form 
a pebble 35x24x17mm. Stray

01E0327:89 Flint bipolar tested pebble. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 30x22x15mm. Stray
01E0327:90 Flint bipolar split pebble. Light brownish grey (5YR 6/1).24x17x16mm. Stray
01E0327:91 Flint bipolar chunk. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 15x8x10mm. Stray
01E0327:92 Flint bipolar flake. Light grey (N7). 23x17x7mm. Stray
01E0327:93 Flint bipolar chunk. Very light grey (N8). 13x11x9mm. Stray
01E0327:94 Flint bipolar flake. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 31x33x9mm. Stray
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01E0327:95 Flint bipolar flake. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 17x10x4mm. Stray
01E0327:96 Flint bipolar chunk. Medium grey (N5)25x18x12mm. Stray
01E0327:97 Flint bipolar flake. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 14x14x6mm. Stray
01E0327:98 Flint bipolar flake. Light brownish grey (5YR 6/1). 27x28x10mm. Stray
01E0327:99 Flint bipolar flake. Medium dark grey (N4). 14x22x4mm. II 125
01E0327:100 Flint bipolar flake. Pale yellowish brown (10YR 6/2). 23x12x6mm. IV 2200
01E0327:101 Flint bipolar flake. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 27x17x8mm. IV 2039
01E0327:102 Amorphous iron slag. 8gm. Stray
01E0327:103 14 pieces of tap slag. 290gm. IV 2077
01E0327:104 3 pieces of amorphous iron slag. 18gm. Stray
01E0327:105 Piece of tap slag. 24gm. II 116
01E0327:106 Amorphous iron slag. III Stray
01E0327:107 Amorphous iron slag. III Stray
01E0327:108 Amorphous iron slag. 2gm. II 120
01E0327:109 18 pieces of amorphous iron slag. 210gm. Stray
01E0327:110 16 pieces of amorphous iron slag. 178gm. II 121
01E0327:111 4 pieces of vitrified lining. II 116
01E0327:112 2 pieces amorphous iron slag. 8gm. Stray
01E0327:113 Small fragments of iron slag. I 157
01E0327:114 Amorphous iron slag. 30gm. IV 2200
01E0327:115 Fragment of silver thimble I Ditch
01E0327:116 Fragment of silver thimble I Ditch
01E0327:117 Iron horseshoe nail II 118
01E0327:118 Copper alloy ingot II 121
01E0327:119 Iron sewing needle II 121
01E0327:120 Fragment of pressed sheet iron II 128
01E0327:121 Iron shank/rod Stray
01E0327:122 Fragment of corroded metal. II 121
01E0327:123 Tapered iron rod I 157
01E0327:124 Corroded nail. I 157
01E0327:125 Metal fragment. IV 2200
01E0327:126 Top of possible ringed pin or nail IV 2205
01E0327:127 Seven fragments of iron IV 2200
01E0327:128 Fragment of iron IV 2205
01E0327:129 Iron shank IV 2200
01E0327:130 Iron shank IV 2200
01E0327:131 Iron nail head IV 2200
01E0327:132 Flint bipolar flake Stray
01E0327:133 Quartzite cobble, possible pecking, possibly deliberately broken IV 2021
01E0327:134 Quartzite cobble, broken and fire-shattered II 122
01E0327:135 Sandstone cobble, possible pecking at both ends. Stray
01E0327:136 Quartzite cobble, broken and fire-shattered I 157
01E0327:137 Quartzite cobble, broken and fire-shattered I 157
01E0327:138 Piece of carved wood or polished bone. II 116
01E0327:139 Fragment of stem of clay pipe. II 119
01E0327:140 Sherd of Westerwald – possibly a jug. C17th/18th. Stray
01E0327:141 Rim sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Poss. Dungarvan-type cooking ware. II 116
01E0327:142 Iron slag with burnt clay/ceramic attached. IV 2207

01E0327ext:143 Lump of burnt clay. III 1001
01E0327ext:144 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. III 1001
01E0327ext:145 Rim sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Poss. Dungarvan-type cooking ware. III 1001
01E0327ext:146 Sherd of glazed red earthenware, C.18-19th. III 1001
01E0327ext:147 Sherd of glazed red earthenware, C.18-19th. III 1001
01E0327ext:148 Base sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Poss. Dungarvan-type cooking ware. III 1060
01E0327ext:149 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. III 1060
01E0327ext:150 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. III 1060
01E0327ext:151 Base sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Poss. Dungarvan-type cooking ware. III 1060
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01E0327ext:152 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. III 1060
01E0327ext:153 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. III 1060
01E0327ext:154 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. III 1060
01E0327ext:155 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. III 1183
01E0327ext:156 Poss. rim sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Poss. Dungarvan cooking ware. III 1200
01E0327ext:157 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. III 1202
01E0327ext:158 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. III 1233
01E0327ext:159 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. III 1244
01E0327ext:160 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. III Stray
01E0327ext:161 Rim sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Poss. Dungarvan-type cooking ware. III Stray

01E0327ext:162 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. Refits with 
01E0327ext:163.  

III S. 5

01E0327ext:163 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. Refits with 
01E0327ext:164. 

III S. 5

01E0327ext:164 Sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. Refits with 
01E0327ext:165. 

III S. 5

01E0327ext:165 Base sherd of 12th/13th C. pottery. Possibly Dungarvan-type cooking ware. Refits with 
01E0327ext:164. 

III S. 5

01E0327ext:166 Sherd of glazed red earthenware, C18-19th. III Stray
01E0327ext:167 Fragment of clay pipe stem III 1060
01E0327ext:168 Fragment of clay pipe stem III 1102
01E0327ext:169 Piece of clay pipe bowl with ‘DORAN’ and ‘NGARVAN’ incised on. III Stray
01E0327ext:170 Flint bipolar chunk. Medium dark grey (N4). 11x13x8mm. III 1001
01E0327ext:171 Flint bipolar split pebble. Very light grey (N8). 28x17x14mm. III 1001
01E0327ext:172 Flint bipolar split pebble. Very light grey (N8). 20x13x10mm. III 1001
01E0327ext:173 Flint bipolar split pebble. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 23x17x16mm. III 1001
01E0327ext:174 Flint bipolar split pebble. Very light grey (N8). 27x25x16mm. III 1001
01E0327ext:175 Flint bipolar flake. Medium dark grey (N4). 7x29x3mm. III 1048
01E0327ext:176 Flint bipolar flake. Medium dark grey (N4). 5x9x1mm. III 1048
01E0327ext:177 Flint bipolar flake. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 15x13x5mm. III 1138
01E0327ext:178 Flint bipolar flake. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 27x22x9mm. III 1189
01E0327ext:179 Possible piece of flint debitage. III 1232
01E0327ext:180 Flint bipolar flake. Medium dark grey (N4). 7x8x1mm. III 1244
01E0327ext:181 Flint bipolar chunk. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 13x10x7mm. III S. 1
01E0327ext:182 Amorphous iron slag. 78gm. III 1152
01E0327ext:183 Amorphous iron slag. 22gm. III 1152
01E0327ext:184 Amorphous iron slag. 22gm. III 1156
01E0327ext:185 Amorphous iron slag. 16gm. III 1158 
01E0327ext:186 9 pieces amorphous iron slag. 26gm. III 1196
01E0327ext:187 Amorphous iron slag. 8gm. III 1202
01E0327ext:188 Vitrified lining. 116gm. III 1232 
01E0327ext:189 Amorphous iron slag. 8gm. III S. 3
01E0327ext:190 3 pieces of amorphous iron slag. 20gm. III S. 5
01E0327ext:191 6 pieces amorphous iron slag. 58gm. III S. 5
01E0327ext:192 Fragment of corroded nail III 1001
01E0327ext:193 Fragment of iron III 1001
01E0327ext:194 Fragment of iron III 1001
01E0327ext:195 Possible iron ring in many small fragments III 1001
01E0327ext:196 Possible iron ring in many small fragments III 1001
01E0327ext:197 Iron nail III 1001
01E0327ext:198 Iron nail III 1001
01E0327ext:199 Fragment of curved iron rod III 1001
01E0327ext:200 Iron nail III 1001
01E0327ext:201 Fragment of corroded nail III 1002
01E0327ext:202 Small fragments of metal in soil matrix III 1042
01E0327ext:203 Metal fragments III 1045
01E0327ext:204 Small metal fragments III 1048
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01E0327ext:205 Small metal fragments III 1048
01E0327ext:206 Piece of corroded metal III 1050
01E0327ext:207 Iron nail III 1060
01E0327ext:208 Iron pin III 1060
01E0327ext:209 Iron shank or rod III 1152
01E0327ext:210 Possible iron pin III 1152
01E0327ext:211 Fragment of iron III 1152
01E0327ext:212 Fragment of corroded nail III 1152
01E0327ext:213 Fragments of possible copper alloy III 1158
01E0327ext:214 Possible iron mount III 1185
01E0327ext:215 Copper alloy sewing needle III 1189
01E0327ext:216 Fragmented nail III 1189
01E0327ext:217 Heavily corroded iron object III 1189
01E0327ext:218 Iron nail III 1189
01E0327ext:219 Silver coin in fragments III 1196
01E0327ext:220 Fragment of flat corroded metal rod? III 1196
01E0327ext:221 Possible iron spearhead III 1200
01E0327ext:222 Iron shank fragment (conjoins with 01E0327ext:223) III 1200
01E0327ext:223 Iron shank fragment (conjoins with 01E0327ext:222) III 1200
01E0327ext:224 Iron nail III 1200
01E0327ext:225 Iron nail III 1200
01E0327ext:226 Iron nail III 1200
01E0327ext:227 Iron nail III 1200
01E0327ext:228 Iron fish hook III 1200
01E0327ext:229 Iron nail III 1200
01E0327ext:230 Iron nail III 1200
01E0327ext:231 Corroded nail III 1232
01E0327ext:232 Possible iron knife tang III S. 1
01E0327ext:233 Possible iron key shank III S. 3
01E0327ext:234 Corroded rectangular sectioned nail III S. 5
01E0327ext:235 Corroded rectangular sectioned nail III S. 5
01E0327ext:236 Large round headed corroded nail III S. 5
01E0327ext:237 Flint bipolar flake. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 15x17x2mm. III 1002
01E0327ext:238 Piece of micaceous stone III 1060
01E0327ext:239 Quartzite cobble, possible working of sides III 1130
01E0327ext:240 Chert split pebble. Medium dark grey (N4). 46x46x11mm. III 1189
01E0327ext:241 Quartzite cobble, possible pecking at one end III Stray
00E0442:001 Light grey flint blade Stray
00E0442:002 Brown flint scraper Stray
00E0442:003 Two sherds pottery Stray
00E0442:004 Fragments of burnt bone Stray
00E0442:005 Grey rhoylite (?) struck tool Stray
00E0442:006 Fragment lignite bracelet Stray
00E0442:007 Possible shale core Stray
00E0442:008 Possible struck flint Stray
00E0442:009 Bone/antler button with 4 perforations (19th C.?) Stray
00E0442:010 Chert core Stray
00E0442:011 Possible struck core Stray
00E0442:012 Possible struck lithic Stray
00E0442:013 Flint pebble Stray
00E0442:014 Possible struck lithic Stray
00E0442:015 Possible struck lithic Stray
00E0442:016 Fragment of stem of clay pipe Stray
00E0442:017 Possible struck chert pebble Stray
00E0442:018 Possible struck flint Stray
00E0442:019 Sherd post-medieval pottery Stray
00E0442:020 Black flint core Stray
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00E0442:021 Stray
00E0442:022 Struck waste flint flake Stray
00E0442:023 Struck waste flint flake Stray
00E0442:024 Struck waste flint flake Stray
00E0442:025 Struck waste flint flake Stray
00E0442:026 Struck waste flint flake Stray
00E0442:027 Struck flint flake Stray
00E0442:028 Pottery sherd Stray
00E0442:029 Sherd post-medieval pottery Stray
00E0442:030 Metal object Stray
00E0442:031 Flint bipolar flake. Light brownish grey (5YR 6/1). 32x30x8mm Stray
00E0442:032 Quartzite cobble, broken and fire-shattered Stray
00E0442:040 Sandstone rotary quernstone fragment Stray
00E0442:045 Flint bipolar split pebble. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 24x17x10mm. Stray
00E0442:046 Flint bipolar flake. Light brownish grey (5YR 6/1). 20x9x3mm Stray
00E0442:047  Iron nail Stray
00E0442:047 Unidentified copper alloy object Stray
00E0442:048 Unidentified iron object Stray
00E0442:049 Flint bipolar split pebble. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 19x12x10mm. Stray
00E0442:050 Flint bipolar chunk. Light grey (N7). 50x26x12mm. Stray
00E0442:051 Iron object – possible knife tang or harp key Stray
00E0442:051 Flint bipolar split pebble. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 13x15x7mm. Stray
00E0442:054 Flint bipolar end scraper made on a flake. Moderate brown (5YR 4/4). 34x19x6mm. Stray
00E0442:055 Flint bipolar flake. Medium dark grey (N4). 12x12x6mm. Stray
00E0442:063 Flint bipolar split pebble. Very light grey (N8). 40x26x12mm. Stray
00E0442:064 Flint bipolar flake. Very pale orange (10YR 8/2). 20x20x6mm. Stray
00E0442:066 Flint bipolar chunk. Olive grey (5Y 4/1). 24x29x11mm. Stray
00E0442:069 Iron nail Stray
00E0442:070 Flint bipolar split pebble. Colour altered by fire. 28x20x9mm. Stray
00E0442:073 Iron object – possible nail Stray
00E0442:074 Flint bipolar chunk. Light grey (N7). 13x11x7mm. Stray
00E0442:076 Flint bipolar split pebble. Light brown grey (5YR 6/1). 30x25x14mm. Stray
00E0442:077 Flint bipolar split pebble. Colour altered by fire. 30x27x22mm. Stray
00E0442:093 Possible copper alloy pin shank Stray
00E0442 ext Amorphous (14gr) Stray
00E0442 ext Vitrified lining (2gr) Stray
00E0442 ext Vitrified lining (24gr) Stray
00E0442 ext Amorphous slag (20gr) Stray
00E0442 ext Amorphous slag (44gr) Stray
00E0442 ext Fluid slag (98gr) Stray
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12.  Appendix 3: Lithics Report

By: Dr. Sarah Milliken

See Appendix 2 for identification, colour and measurements of lithics by S. Milliken.

Raw material provenance
The artefacts are all made from flint, with the exception of one which is made from chert, and another made 
from quartz. Flint pebbles are found on modern beaches along the Waterford coast, and glacial till of Irish Sea 
origin is considered to be the prime transporting agency of flint onto the Waterford landmass. They may have 
been washed out of local marine or glacial deposits, or alternatively may have been transported from other more 
distant sites by longshore drift or marine currents. Alternatively, the flint may derive from offshore Cretaceous 
chalk deposits (Quinn 1984). 

Technology
There are 80 artefacts. The single chert artefact was produced using direct percussion, whereby a pebble core was 
held in the hand and a series of flakes was struck from it using a hammerstone. The flint artefacts were all pro-
duced using the bipolar technique, whereby the pebble was placed on a stone anvil and struck with another stone. 
This technique is used when the pebbles are too small to hold them in the hand, and it results in the simultane-
ous production of flakes, chunks and split pebbles. In one case it was possible to reconstruct the entire pebble: 
01E0327:86, 87 and 88 refit to form a pebble measuring 35x24x17 mm.

Typology
There are four retouched artefacts: 00E0442:54, and 01E0327:65, 66 and 69. These are all endscrapers, and may 
be Neolithic or Bronze Age in date. Beach flint was used to manufacture endscrapers at various later prehistoric 
sites in Waterford: at the Neolithic court tomb at Ballynamona Lower (Herity 1987); at the Neolithic cave sites 
of Ballygambon Lower (Moore 1999), Ballynamintra Lower (Moore 1999) and Kilgreany Cave (Moore 1999); 
and in the Bronze Age passage graves cremations at Carriglong (Herity 1974: 180; Ó Nualláin & Walsh 1976)
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13.  Appendix 4: Petrographical report on stone objects 

By Dr Stephen Mandal

Introduction
This report is based on the macroscopic (hand specimen) examination of stone objects found during archaeologi-
cal investigations at Shandon, Dungarvan, Co. Waterford (Licence nos. 01E0327 & 00E0442ext).  The assem-
blage consist of nine stone objects, including a possible quernstone fragment, four possibly worked cobbles and 
four broken / fire shattered cobbles.

The purpose of the study was to identify the rock types from which the stone objects were made, to highlight 
potential sources for them and to comment on their possible function.  It is important to note that macroscopic 
petrographical studies have been considered of limited value in comparison to microscopic (thin section and 
geochemical analysis) studies.  On the other hand, macroscopic studies provide an excellent preliminary assess-
ment tool and have proven to be of considerable value in petrographical studies (e.g. see Mandal 1997; Cooney 
and Mandal 1998).

Results

Reg. No. Rock type Function / Comment
01E0327:0133 Quartzite, fine grained Cobble, water rolled.  Possible pecking on one (rounded) end.  Pos-

sibly deliberately broken.
01E0327:0134 Quartzite, coarse grained Cobble, water rolled.  Broken / fire shattered.
01E0327:0135 Sandstone, dark grey parallel bedded Cobble, water rolled, elongated.  Possible pecking at both ends.

01E0327:0136 Quartzite, fine grained with quartz 
veins

Cobble, water rolled.  Broken / fire shattered.

01E0327:0137 Quartzite, coarse grained Cobble, water rolled.  Broken / fire shattered.
01E0327:0239 Quartzite Cobble, water rolled, flat sided.  Possible working of sides.
01E0327:0241 Quartzite, banded Cobble, water rolled.  Possible pecking at rounded end.

Reg. No. Rock type Function / Comment
00E0442:032 Quartzite, coarse grained, banded Cobble, water rolled.  Broken / fire shattered.
00E0442:040 Sandstone, very coarse Old Red Sand-

stone, quartz, mica
Possible quernstone fragment.  Rounded edge appears to have been 
worked.

Possible artefacts
00E0442:040 is a fragment of a boulder which appears to have been worked to give a rounded edge.  Its morphol-
ogy and rock type are consistent with it being a quernstone fragment.  Quernstones are typically made of coarse 
grained rock types such as granite, dolerite and sandstone.

The following objects exhibit evidence of having been pecked (either used as a hammer, or hammered with an-
other stone): 01E0327:133 has pecking on it’s rounded end, and also appears to have been deliberately broken 
in antiquity; 01E0327:135 has pecking at both ends; 01E0327:0239 may have been worked along its sides; and 
01E0327:241 has pecking marks at one end.

Other objects
The remaining objects are made of quartzite water rolled cobbles and appear to be heat shattered.  These rock 
types are typical of the rock types found in fulachta fiadh in Ireland.  Coarse grained rock types such as quartzite, 
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granite and dolerite are very commonly used as fulachta source material.  The material is always available as bed-
rock, or in the local glacial tills (e.g. from recent excavations at Murphystown and Laughanstown, Co. Dublin).  
Coarse grained rock types appear to function better in terms of the absorption and discharge of heat.

Solid geology and soils of the site
Dungarvan is located in an area of Lower and Middle Carboniferous rocks, predominantly limestone, with shale, 
mudstone and sandstone.  These rocks represent the northward return of the sea at the end of the Devonian, c. 
360 million years ago, owing to the opening of a new ocean to the south called the Palaeo-Tethys in what is now 
central Europe.  The Carboniferous rocks of this area form a roughly east – west oriented c. 10km band, bounded 
to the north and south by older Devonian Age rocks.  These rocks primarily consist of coarse to medium grained 
sandstones, known as the Old Red Sandstone (ORS), but include mudstones and quartzites, representing alluvial 
deposition.  The overburden of the Dungarvan area reflects the local and regional geology and is made up of the 
above rock types, and older (Lower Palaeozoic) sediments in east Co. Waterford.

Potential Sources
It is likely that the sources for all of the material contained in this assemblage are local.  However, as noted above, 
the bedrock of the area is predominantly limestone.  The closest bedrock sources for quartzite and sandstone (in-
cluding ORS) occur to the north and south (less than 5km from the site) in the Devonian sediments mentioned 
above.  It is likely that this material was sourced from the local tills, which contain abundant material of these 
types, derived from the above sources but transported by ice rather than by people.
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14.  Appendix 5: Report on the pottery and tile from Shandon

By: Clare McCutcheon

A total of 98 sherds of pottery and two ridge tile sherds were recovered during the excavations at Shandon. Fol-
lowing some reassembly this was reduced to 89 sherds of pottery of which 49 (55.06%) are Medieval in date. The 
medieval pottery was recovered primarily from the enclosure interior (Area II) and the area to the south of the 
enclosure (Area III) and the post-medieval from original monitoring. There is no appreciable difference between 
the pottery from the enclosure interior (Area II) and the area to the south (Area III). Similar sherds of local 
cooking ware were found both within and without the enclosure (Tables 3 & 4) and the detailed information is 
discussed below.

The pottery was identified visually and the detailed information is presented in Table 1 where the quantity of 
sherds in each fabric type, the probable form represented and the date range of the material are listed. Where 
possible the minimum numbers of vessels (MNV) is recorded. This is an objective quantification and only ap-
plies satisfactorily to jugs because of the handle/rim junction. A more subjective quantification is also included, 
that of minimum vessels represented (MVR), in an attempt to quantify the vessels based on variation of glaze, 
decoration etc. 

The fabric type found in each licence number, with the finds number and diagnostic identification i.e. R, H, B 
for rim, handle and base respectively are listed in Tables 2-5. Where two or more sherds have been reassembled, 
the symbol + is used to show the connection, and the subsequent piece is treated as a single sherd. 

Fabric type Sherds MNV MVR Form Date
South-east Wiltshire 2 - 1 Crucible 12th

Dungarvan-type cooking ware 47 - 5 Cooking pots 12th/13th
Total medieval 49
Westerwald 1 - 1 Jug? 17th/18th
Tin glazed earthenware? 2 - 2 Plate, bowl? 17th/18th 
Creamware 1 - 1 Plate 18th

Bristol/Staffordshire slipware 4 - >2 Plate, cup 18th

Black glazed ware 6 - >2 Storage vessel, ridge 
tile

18th/19th

Glazed red earthenware 16 - >2 Bowl, ridge tile? 18th/19th
Glazed red earthenware: 
slip trailed

1 - 1 Plate 18th/19th

Unglazed red earthenware 3 - 1 Flowerpot? 19th/20th
Transfer printed ware 2 - 2 Plate, chamber pot 19th/20th
Stoneware 1 - 1 Bottle? 19th/20th
Chinaware 3 - >1 Plate 19th/20th
Total post-medieval 40

 Table 1: Pottery from combined excavations at Shandon, Dungarvan.

South-east Wiltshire
Two sherds of crucible were recovered from the enclosure (01E0327:23, 24). These have been identified as south-
east Wiltshire as the characteristic pimply/sandy fabric closely resembles that of the jugs and pitchers from the 
area (Gahan & McCutcheon 1997, 293, fig.11:2.6-11; McCutcheon in press, fig.4.1). 

Dungarvan-type cooking ware?
The majority of the medieval pottery recovered (46 sherds) is from a minimum of four different cooking pot 
fabrics. These have been provisionally identified as locally made by a process of elimination but this identification 
is by no means certain. The variety of fabrics in one locality is not necessarily an indication of a large number of 
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potters as one potter may have used several clay sources. ‘In areas where the underlying geology is bland, pottery 
from widely separated sources can have a very similar appearance, while excavations at kiln sites of all dates have 
shown that a wide variation in colour, texture and inclusions can be expected within the products from a single 
source’ (Vince 1987, 203). In addition, ‘in many cases the amount of effort needed to try and characterise a pot-
tery fabric cannot be justified by the meagre and inconclusive results’ (Vince 1984, 43).
Firstly, the fabrics are unlike those found in Youghal (McCutcheon 1997) which is closer to the clean, iron-rich 
fluvially deposited clays of Cork city and county. Secondly, while the clays range from gritty to stony, they are 
not similar to the locally made cooking wares in Waterford where the primary cooking wares were of Leinster 
Cooking Ware (Gahan & McCutcheon 1997). Finally, they are also not similar to the late eleventh to thirteenth 
century English wares found in Waterford in particular (ibid.) which might be expected to have been found also 
at the seaport of Dungarvan. It must be noted, however, that previous excavations at Dungarvan Castle produced 
only Leinster Cooking Ware and no distinctive group of possible locally made cooking ware was recovered al-
though there was a considerable amount of locally made glazed ware (McCutcheon in prep). 

With regard to dating, the shape of these vessels would indicate a broad twelfth/ thirteenth century date. While 
the only other medieval ware from the Shandon site is from south-east Wiltshire dating from the later eleventh 
to the twelfth century, it may be residual as the vessel form is a crucible and this probably had a longer life span 
than purely domestic vessels. Unfortunately there is no other medieval ware from the site to give a closer indica-
tion of date and, in contrast, the pottery from Dungarvan Castle dated to the later twelfth and thirteen centuries 
(ibid.). The lack of glazed wares may be explained, however, by the type and location of the site. An inventory of 
the previously recorded finds on the site indicates a medieval i.e. broad twelfth/thirteenth century date. With all 
these reservations, the pottery is tentatively identified as Dungarvan-type cooking ware of the twelfth/ thirteenth 
centuries. 

The first of these fabrics is dark grey in section with a red/brown interior surface. The exterior was probably the 
same colour original but has been considerably darkened by contact with the fire. The fabric is stony both in sec-
tion and on both surfaces. The base has a sharply finished turn and appears to have been almost flat or slightly 
sagging. The rim narrows at the top of the interior. 
Sherds from this vessel type are as follows:
19, 144+145, 148(B), 150+151(B), 162+163+164+165(B). 

The second vessel is also grey in section although the surface is beige to light brown. Small stones or grit and iron 
nodules are visible on the surface that is pitted both on the interior and the exterior. A portion of the rim and 
body was reassembled showing the typical everted rim of the medieval period. In section, the rim widens slightly 
at the top and is partially flattened with a slight overhang on the exterior. 
Sherds from this vessel type are as follows:
8+9+10®, 11-18, 26, 50(B), 152, 153+154

The third fabric type is very gritty with a pimply finish on both surfaces. Two rims from the same vessel, have 
a flat top while a third rim is more rounded. In section, both rims have a projection to the exterior. In addition, 
two sherds have been included in this group (29, 30) as the fabric is similar although the sherds have not been 
exposed to the fire and have remained pinkish in colour. 
Sherds from this vessel type are as follows:
7, 26, 29, 30, 33, 39, 141®, 155, 156®, 157, 158, 160, 161®. 

The fourth fabric type has a very coarse red interior surface while the exterior is very smooth and fire blackened. 
The fabric is very stony with quartz and other stones visible in section and on the surface of the interior. 
Sherds from this vessel type are as follows:
20®, 34+35, 36+38, 40-49, 159®. 
A final sherd (01E0327:18) is possibly also Dungarvan-type cooking ware, in a red-firing sandy fabric, but the 
part of the vessel is unclear. 
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Fabric type Finds number
Dungarvan-type cooking ware?
Tin glazed earthenware
Bristol/Staffordshire slipware
Creamware
Black glazed ware
Glazed red earthenware
Unglazed red earthenware
Transfer printed ware
Stoneware
Chinaware

57®
42+43®, 68
31(H), 35®, 36(B), 78+79(H)
40®
33(B), 38A(ridge tile), 38(H), 39, 52
32®, 35A(H), 37, 41, 42A, 49(ridge tile), 56, 58®, 59, 61, 65(B)
36A, 37A
33A
34A
34(B), 39A®

Table 2: Pottery archive, 00E0442

Fabric type Finds number
South-east Wiltshire
Dungarvan-type cooking ware?

Unidentified medieval?
Westerwald
Glazed red earthenware
Unglazed red earthenware
Chinaware

23®, 24
7(B), 8+9+10®, 11-17, 19, 20®, 25, 26, 29, 30, 33, 34+35, 
36+38, 37, 39-49, 50(B), 141®
18(R?/B?)
140
21
31
32

Table 3: Pottery archive, 01E0327

Fabric type Finds number
Dungarvan-type cooking ware?
Glazed red earthenware

144+145®, 148(B), 149, 150+151(B), 152, 
153+154, 155, 156®, 157-160, 161®, 162+163+164+165(B) 
146, 147, 166

Table 4: Pottery archive, 01E0327ext

Fabric type Finds number
Black glazed ware
Glazed red earthenware: slip trailed
Transfer printed ware

3
2
1

Table 5: Pottery archive, 02E0809
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15.  Appendix 6: Conservation report

Heritage Care 

Conservation Report 

 

Metal finds 

 

Shandon, Dungarvan, Co. Waterford 

Sites 00E0442 & 01E0327 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Archaeologist: John Tierney 
Company: Eachtra Archaeological Projects, Ballycurreen Industrial 
Estate, Kinsale Rd. Cork 

 
These archaeological objects were conserved by Adrian Kennedy, Heritage Care in March 2004. 

They were conserved under licence issued through the National Museum of Ireland in accordance with the  
National Monuments Acts.   

All objects listed in this report have been treated to a standard approved for the storage conditions within the  
National Museum archaeological storage facility. 

 
Heritage Care Business Reg. No. 168214 VAT Reg. No.1498214 K 

Registered address 1 Sycamore Close, Dublin 24 
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Assessment of finds prior to conservation 
 

00E0442  
 
1:47  Unidentified Copper alloy Traces of Paratacamite – oxide state 
 
1:48  Unidentified Iron Laminating due to underlying chlorides 
1:51  Knife tang? Iron Oxide layered 
 
1:93  Pin shank? Copper alloy Traces of Paratacamite 
 
1:47  Possible nail Iron Minimal outbreak of active chlorides 
1:69  Unidentified Iron Laminating and splitting into pieces 
1:73  Possible nail Iron Laminating due to underlying chlorides 
 
 

01E0327 
 
115 & 116 Decorated sheeting Silver Silver sulphide 
 
118  Ingot (Cut) Copper alloy Traces of Paratacamite 
 
119  Needle (likely for sewing) Iron Trace of chloride action 
120  Pressed sheet   Iron Active chlorides 
123  Tapered rod   Iron Traces of chloride action 
126  Top of possible ring pin  Iron Covered with oxide layer 
193 & 194 Two fragments   Iron Stable but broken – repair 
208  Possible pin   Iron Traces of chloride action 
210  Possible pin   Iron Traces of chloride action 
214  Possible mount   Iron Traces of chloride action & broken 
 
215  Sewing needle   Copper alloy Traces of Paratacamite 
 
219  Coin (in fragments)  Silver Silver sulphide 
 
221  Spearhead?   Iron Laminating and active chlorides 
232  Possible knife tang  Iron Trace of chloride action 
233  Possible ring pin  Iron Traces of chloride action 
117  Horseshoe nail   Iron Laminating chlorides 
121  Shank/rod   Iron Trace of chloride action 
127  Fragments   Iron Traces of chloride action 
128  Unidentified   Iron Active chlorides 
129 to 131 2X shanks, 1X nail-head Iron Laminating and active chlorides 
195/6  2Xpieces forming oven ring Iron Active chlorides – many small pieces 
197/8  Curved rod and shank  Iron Laminating and active chlorides 
199  Curved rod   Iron Laminating and active chlorides 
200  Nail    Iron Laminating and active chlorides 
207  Nail    Iron Laminating and active chlorides 
209  Shank or rod   Iron Laminating and active chlorides 
211  Unidentified   Iron Active chlorides 
218  Nail    Iron Active chlorides 
222/3  Shank fragments  Iron Active chlorides 
224 to 230 7X rods/nails   Iron Active chlorides 
232  Nail    Iron Active chlorides 
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Details of intervention 
 
 
FIND#: 00E0442: 1: 48   OBJECT: Unidentified 
 
COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Curved at one end. 
NATURE OF DECAY:  
Ferric chloride activity was causing the surface accretions to crack severely. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean soil off accretions to reveal remaining surface detail and underlying decay.  
Conserve to retard further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 9.22g. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 2.85g. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 46.20mm.  Diam: 15.58mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 42mm.  Diam: 4.58mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
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ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
The surface accretions were removed using scalpel, glassfibre and burnishing brushes 
revealing a solid iron structure with no original surface remaining. 
 
The active chlorides were removed from the metal using the intensive washing method 
using distilled water.  Silver nitrate tests followed until wash solutions proved clear.  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Ercaline with 1-% Lampblack added to prevent 

ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, 
to protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 

COMMENTS: None. 
 
FIND#: 00E0442: 1: 51   OBJECT: Possible knife tang or harp key 
 
COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: The find was received with a tiny ball of Lead shot. 
NATURE OF DECAY: Ferric chloride activity. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 2.82g. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 2.20g. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 27.84mm.  W: 15.70mm.  T: 4.70mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 27.70mm.  W: 15.65mm.  T: 3.30mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
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ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
Many of the surface accretions were removed using scalpel, glassfibre and burnishing 
brushes revealing a solid iron structure with no original surface remaining.  However, the 
find is quite similar to a harp key. 
 
The active chlorides were removed from the metal using the intensive washing method 
using distilled water.  Silver nitrate tests followed until wash solutions proved clear.  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Ercaline with 1-% Lampblack added to prevent 
ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to 
protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 
 

COMMENTS: Possible harp key. 
 
 
 
FIND#: 00E0442: 1: 47   OBJECT: Nail 
 
COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:  
NATURE OF DECAY:  
Ferric chloride activity was causing lamination to the dense accretions on the surface. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 8.73g. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 3.42g. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 54.50mm.  Diam: 12.50mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 53.19mm.  Diam: 10.25mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
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ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
The dense hard accretions were removed using scalpels, glassfibre and burnishing 
brushes under a X50 magnification using white light.  
 
The active chlorides were removed from the metal using the intensive washing method 
using distilled water.  Silver nitrate tests followed until wash solutions proved clear.  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Ercaline with 1-% Lampblack added to prevent 
ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to 
protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 

 

COMMENTS: None. 
 
 
FIND#: 00E0442: 1: 69   OBJECT: Nail 
 
COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:  
NATURE OF DECAY:  
Ferric chloride activity was causing lamination to the dense accretions on the surface. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 18.70g. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 8.57g. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 77.85mm.  Diam: 15.68mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 76.20mm.  Diam: 8.82mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
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ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
The dense hard accretions were removed using scalpels, glassfibre and burnishing 
brushes under a X50 magnification using white light revealing a nail with quite 
substantial metal remaining. 
 
The active chlorides were removed from the metal using the intensive washing method 
using distilled water.  Silver nitrate tests followed until wash solutions proved clear.  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Ercaline with 1-% Lampblack added to prevent 
ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to 
protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 

 

COMMENTS: None. 
 
 
FIND#: 00E0442: 1: 73   OBJECT: Possible nail 
 
COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: The point is missing. 
NATURE OF DECAY:  
Ferric chloride activity was causing lamination to the dense accretions on the surface. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 4.35g. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 2.18g. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 41.42mm.  W: 10.62mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 37.40mm.  W: 10.02mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
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ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
The dense hard accretions were removed using scalpels; glassfibre and burnishing 
brushes under a X50 magnification using white light revealing an area along the centre 
of the shank badly decomposed by chloride action.  The decomposed area was filled 
with Milliput filler. 
 
The active chlorides were removed from the metal using the intensive washing method 
using distilled water.  Silver nitrate tests followed until wash solutions proved clear.  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Ercaline with 1-% Lampblack added to prevent 
ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to 

protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 
 

COMMENTS: None. 
 
FIND#: 01E0327: 119   OBJECT: Needle (sewing) 
 
COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:  
This needle appears to be a needle for stitching leather.  The thread hole is missing. 
NATURE OF DECAY: Ferric chloride activity. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 0.65g. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 0.50g. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 45.32mm.  W: 4.90mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 45.32mm.  W: 4.90mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
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ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
The dense accretions were removed using scalpels, glassfibre and burnishing brushes 
under a X50 magnification using white light revealing a solid metal of Magnetite with 
some loss along the shank. 
 
The active chlorides were removed from the metal using the intensive washing method 
using distilled water.  Silver nitrate tests followed until wash solutions proved clear.  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Ercaline with 1-% Lampblack added to prevent 
ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to 

protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 
 

COMMENTS: None. 
 
FIND#: 01E0327: 120   OBJECT: Pressed sheet 
 
COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: The sheeting is concave in the centre. 
NATURE OF DECAY: Ferric chloride activity causing cracks within the accretions. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 4.70g. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 3.32g. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 23.42mm.  W: 16.03mm.  T: 6.60mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 23mm.  W: 14.07mm.  T: 5.65mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
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ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
The dense hard accretions were removed where possible, using scalpels, glassfibre and 
burnishing brushes under a X50 magnification using white light. 
 
The active chlorides were removed from the metal using the intensive washing method 
using distilled water.  Silver nitrate tests followed until wash solutions proved clear.  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Ercaline with 1-% Lampblack added to prevent 
ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to 
protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 
 

COMMENTS: None. 
 
 
 
FIND#: 01E0327: 123   OBJECT: Rod (Tapered) 
 
COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: The rod tapers to a point and appears to be bent. 
NATURE OF DECAY: Trace of ferric chloride activity.  Covered with dense accretions. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 8.90mm. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 7.58g. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 115.12mm.  Diam: 8.23mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 115.11mm.  Diam: 6mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
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ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
The dense accretions were removed using scalpels, glassfibre and burnishing brushes 
under a X50 magnification using white light. 
  
 
The active chlorides were removed from the metal using the intensive washing method 
using distilled water.  Silver nitrate tests followed until wash solutions proved clear.  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Ercaline with 1-% Lampblack added to prevent 
ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to 
protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 

 

COMMENTS: None. 
 
 
FIND#: 01E0327: 126   OBJECT: Top of possible ring pin (or nail?) 
 
COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Shank fragment with a squared flat plate attached.  The 
shank exhibited a modern repair. 
NATURE OF DECAY: Covered with Ferric oxide accretion. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 1.33g. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 1.31g. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 22.40mm.  W: 10.35mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 20.28mm.  W: 9.91mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
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Archaeological Excavation Report, Shandon td., Dungarvan, Co. Waterford.

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
Due to the fragile nature of the remains only some of the dense hard accretions could be 
safely removed.  They were removed using scalpels, glassfibre and burnishing brushes 
under a X50 magnification using white light revealing petrified remains of wood on the 
top of the squared plate.  This could indicate that the find was a nail and that the 
squared plate is part of the top of a nail bent over.  However, the shank is rather thin for 
such a broad head. 
  
The active chlorides were removed from the metal using the intensive washing method 
using distilled water.  Silver nitrate tests followed until wash solutions proved clear.  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Ercaline with 1-% Lampblack added to prevent 
ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to 

protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 
 

COMMENTS: The metal is converted to a stable Magnetite. 
 
FIND#: 01E0327: 193 & 194   OBJECT: Two fragments 
 
COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: One find was broken into two pieces. 
NATURE OF DECAY: Broken and in a stable state. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION: Repair. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: Not required. 
TREATED WEIGHT: Not required. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: Not required. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: Not required. 
ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
 
The two pieces were joined using HMG nitro-cellulose adhesive. 
 

COMMENTS: None. 
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FIND#: 01E0327: 208   OBJECT: Pin 
 
COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: The find was covered with dense muddy accretions. 
NATURE OF DECAY: Traces of Ferric chloride activity. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 1.90g. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 1.70g. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 2.50mm.  Diam: 4.65mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 2.11mm.  Diam: 4.60mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
The dense hard accretions were removed using scalpels, glassfibre and burnishing 
brushes under a X50 magnification using white light removing an iron pin. 
 
Any active chlorides were removed from the metal using the intensive washing method 
using distilled water.  Silver nitrate tests followed until wash solutions proved clear.  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Ercaline with 1-% Lampblack added to prevent 
ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to 
protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 
 

COMMENTS: None. 
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FIND#: 01E0327: 210   OBJECT: Possible pin 
 
COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Curved. 
NATURE OF DECAY:  
Traces of Ferric chloride activity with much loss to original surface. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 1.80g. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 1.22g. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 57mm.  W: 6mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 53.72mm.  W: 3.90mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
The dense hard accretions were removed only where required using scalpel and 
burnishing brush under a X50 magnification using white light removing. 
 
 
The active chlorides were removed from the metal using the intensive washing method 
using distilled water.  Silver nitrate tests followed until wash solutions proved clear.  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Ercaline with 1-% Lampblack added to prevent 
ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to 
protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 
 

COMMENTS: None. 
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FIND#: 01E0327: 214   OBJECT: Possible mount 
 
COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Triangle shaped. 
NATURE OF DECAY: Traces of Ferric chloride activity and was broken. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay and repair break. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 0.99g. 
TREATED WEIGHT: No change. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 16.82mm.  T: 4.32mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 16.82mm.  T. 4.10mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
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Archaeological Excavation Report, Shandon td., Dungarvan, Co. Waterford.

ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
Very little of the dense accretions could be safely removed because most of the metal is 
now converted to a stable, though brittle oxide.  Those accretions that were removed 
were removed using scalpel and glassfibre brush under X 50 magnification. 
 
The two pieces were joined using HMG nitro-cellulose adhesive. 
 
The active chlorides were removed from the metal using the intensive washing method 
using distilled water.  Silver nitrate tests followed until wash solutions proved clear.  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Ercaline with 1-% Lampblack added to prevent 
ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to 

protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 
 

COMMENTS: None. 
 
FIND#: 01E0327: 221   OBJECT: Possible Spearhead 
 
COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None. 
NATURE OF DECAY:  
Ferric chloride active - causing lamination and cracking.  Covered with dense muddy 
accretions. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions where safely possible to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  
Conserve to retard further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 21.15g. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 19.27g. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 78.40mm.  Diam: 14.65mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 78mm.  Diam: 12.82mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
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Archaeological Excavation Report, Shandon td., Dungarvan, Co. Waterford.

 
ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
Very little of the dense accretions could be safely removed because much of the metal is 
now converted to a stable, though brittle oxide.  Those accretions that were removed 
were removed using scalpel and glassfibre brush under X 50 magnification.  The socket 
was examined from traces of wood but none was found. 
 
The active chlorides were removed from the metal using the intensive washing method 
using distilled water.  Silver nitrate tests followed until wash solutions proved clear.  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Ercaline with 1-% Lampblack added to prevent 
ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to 

protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 
 

COMMENTS: None. 
 
FIND#: 01E0327: 232   OBJECT: Possible knife tang 
 
COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:  
NATURE OF DECAY: Traces of Ferric chloride activity. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 5.38g. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 5.30g. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 61.10mm.  Diam: 11.30mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 61mm.  Diam: 11.30mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
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ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
Very little of the dense accretions could be safely removed because most of the metal is 
now converted to a stable, though brittle oxide.  Those accretions that were removed 
were removed using scalpel; pneumatic dental tool and glassfibre brushes under X 50 
magnification.  A fragment came away during cleaning revealing a hollow tube indicating 
that this find is more likely to be an arrowhead.  The fragment was re-instated using 
HMG nitro-cellulose adhesive.  
 
The active chlorides were removed from the metal using the intensive washing method 
using distilled water.  Silver nitrate tests followed until wash solutions proved clear  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Ercaline with 1-% Lampblack added to prevent 
ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to 

protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 
 
 
 
 
FIND#: 01E0327: 233   OBJECT: Possible key shank 
 
COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: The find was received listed as a possible ring pin. 
NATURE OF DECAY: Traces of Ferric chloride activity with dense accretions. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 8.33g. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 5.43g. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 70.49mm.  Diam: 14.60mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 67.20mm.  Diam: 11.52mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
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Archaeological Excavation Report, Shandon td., Dungarvan, Co. Waterford.

 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
Many of the dense accretions were removed using scalpel, glassfibre and burnishing 
brushes under X50 magnification using white light.  This work revealed a hooked 
terminal at one-end and hollow remains at the other terminal, leaving a find quite similar 
to a key fragment. 
 
The active chlorides were removed from the metal using the intensive washing method 
using distilled water.  Silver nitrate tests followed until wash solutions proved clear.  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Ercaline with 1-% Lampblack added to prevent 
ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to 

protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 
 

COMMENTS: Key shank uncovered. 
 
FIND#: 01E0327: 117   OBJECT: Horseshoe nail 
 
COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: The nail is incomplete at the tip. 
NATURE OF DECAY: Laminating surface caused by Ferric chloride activity. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 4.10g. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 3.52g. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 35.45mm.  W: 8.28mm X 7.80mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 34.78mm.  W: 8.12mm X 6.38mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
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ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
The accretions were carefully removed using scalpel, glassfibre and burnishing brushes 
under X 50 magnification using white light revealing a solid iron nail. 
 
The active chlorides were removed from the metal using the intensive washing method 
using distilled water.  Silver nitrate tests followed until wash solutions proved clear.  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Ercaline with 1-% Lampblack added to prevent 
ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to 
protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 
 

COMMENTS: None. 
 
 
 
FIND#: 01E0327: 121   OBJECT: Shank or Rod 
 
COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Curved at one end. 
NATURE OF DECAY: Trace of Ferric chloride activity.  Covered with dense accretions. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 2.40g. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 1.60g. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 48.82mm.  Diam: 6.15mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 48.40mm.  Diam: 4.75mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
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Archaeological Excavation Report, Shandon td., Dungarvan, Co. Waterford.

 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
The accretions were removed using scalpel and glassfibre brush under X 50 
magnification revealing no obvious object structure. 
 
The active chlorides were removed from the metal using the intensive washing method 
using distilled water.  Silver nitrate tests followed until wash solutions proved clear.  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Ercaline with 1-% Lampblack added to prevent 
ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to 
protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 
 

COMMENTS: None. 
 
 
 
FIND#: 01E0327: 127   OBJECT: Fragments - unidentified 
 
COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: The fragments do not have any visible structure. 
NATURE OF DECAY: Traces of Ferric chloride activity. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION: Conserve to retard further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 7.32g. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 2.95g – the two solid fragments. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: Not of relative value. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: Not recorded. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
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ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
Two of the fragments contain solid metal only.  The remainder of the fragments are 
oxide remains and contain no solid metal.  The two solids are converted to a stable 
Magnetite solid state and only a small amount of accretion were removed using scalpel. 
 
The active chlorides were removed from the metal using the intensive washing method 
using distilled water.  Silver nitrate tests followed until wash solutions proved clear.  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Ercaline with 1-% Lampblack added to prevent 
ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to 
protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 
 

COMMENTS: None. 
 
 
 
 
FIND#: 01E0327: 128   OBJECT: Unidentified find 
 
COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Curved and with a sharp bend at one end. 
NATURE OF DECAY: Ferric chloride activity. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 3.03g. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 2.51g. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 35.30mm.  W: 8.90mm X 5.11mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 32.70mm.  W: 7.62mm X 3.32mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
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ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
Much of the dense accretions were removed using scalpel and glassfibre brush under X 
50 magnification revealing no original surface remaining. 
 
The active chlorides were removed from the metal using the intensive washing method 
using distilled water.  Silver nitrate tests followed until wash solutions proved clear.  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Ercaline with 1-% Lampblack added to prevent 
ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to 
protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 
 

COMMENTS: None. 
 
 
 
FIND#: 01E0327: 129 to 131   OBJECT: 2 X shanks and 1 nail-head 
 
COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: The finds were covered with dense accretions of mud. 
NATURE OF DECAY: Ferric chloride activity causing lamination to the surfaces. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 18.30g – combined. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 12.12.68g – combined. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 78mm.  L: 78.40mm.  Diam: 19.72mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 75.95mm.  L: 77.10mm.  Diam: 19.60mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
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ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
The accretions were removed using scalpel and glassfibre brush under X 50 
magnification. 
 
The active chlorides were removed from the metal using the intensive washing method 
using distilled water.  Silver nitrate tests followed until wash solutions proved clear.  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Ercaline with 1-% Lampblack added to prevent 
ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to 
protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 
 

COMMENTS: None. 
 
 
 
FIND#: 01E0327: 195 & 196        OBJECT: Possible ring in many small fragments 
 
COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Received for conservation in many small fragments. 
NATURE OF DECAY:  
Ferric chloride activity was causing lamination to the dense accretions on the surface. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 7.80g – combined. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 6.21g – combined. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: Not recorded due to lack of structure. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: Not recorded. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 
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Archaeological Excavation Report, Shandon td., Dungarvan, Co. Waterford.

Prior to intervention 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
Very little of the dense accretions could be safely removed because most of the metal is 
now converted to a stable, though brittle oxide.  Those accretions that were removed 
were removed using scalpel and glassfibre brush under X 50 magnification.  The 
miscellaneous smaller fragments containing little or no metal were separated and stored 
in another bag – none of the fragments matched, and so were not re-instated into their 
original positions. 
 
The active chlorides were removed from the metal using the intensive washing method 
using distilled water.  Silver nitrate tests followed until wash solutions proved clear.  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Ercaline with 1-% Lampblack added to prevent 

ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, 
to protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 

COMMENTS: None. 
 
FIND#: 01E0327: 197 and 198   OBJECT: 2 X nails 
 
COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:  
Both finds are curved and were received as a rod and shank in appearance. 
NATURE OF DECAY:  
Ferric chloride activity causing lamination to the surface.  Both were covered with dense 
muddy accretions. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 28.62g – combined. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 27.20g. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 88.20mm.  Diam: 13.75mm.  L: 36.80mm.  Diam: 13.22mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 86.05mm.  Diam: 13.32mm.  L: 35.04mm.  Diam: 8.22mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 
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Archaeological Excavation Report, Shandon td., Dungarvan, Co. Waterford.

 
Prior to intervention 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:   
The dense accretions were removed from the surface of the finds using scalpels, 
glassfibre and burnishing brushes revealing two iron nails (one a brad-nail) in good 
condition but with no original surface remaining to both nails. 
 
The active chlorides were removed from the metal using the intensive washing method 
using distilled water.  Silver nitrate tests followed until wash solutions proved clear.  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Ercaline with 1-% Lampblack added to prevent 

ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, 
to protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 

COMMENTS: None. 
 
FIND#: 01E0327: 199   OBJECT: Curved Rod 
 
COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Curved at one end of rod. 
NATURE OF DECAY: Ferric chloride activity causing severe lamination to the surface. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 12g. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 5.12g. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 40.55mm.  Diam: 12.82mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 36.35mm.  Diam: 7.11mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 
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Archaeological Excavation Report, Shandon td., Dungarvan, Co. Waterford.

 
Prior to intervention 
 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
The dense accretions were safely removed using scalpel and glassfibre brush under X 
50 magnification revealing a solid piece of metal with no original surface remaining.   
 
The active chlorides were removed from the metal using the intensive washing method 
using distilled water.  Silver nitrate tests followed until wash solutions proved clear.  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Ercaline with 1-% Lampblack added to prevent 
ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to 
protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 
 

COMMENTS: None. 
 
 
 
 
FIND#: 01E0327: 200   OBJECT: Nail 
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COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None. 
NATURE OF DECAY: Ferric chloride activity causing lamination to the surface. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 7.40g. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 2.80g. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 48.53mm.  Diam: 15.32mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 44.60mm.  Diam: 12.90mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
The dense accretions were safely removed using scalpel and glassfibre brush under X 
50 magnification revealing a solid piece of metal with little of the original surface 
remaining. 
 
The active chlorides were removed from the metal using the intensive washing method 
using distilled water.  Silver nitrate tests followed until wash solutions proved clear.  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Ercaline with 1-% Lampblack added to prevent 
ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to 
protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 

 

COMMENTS: None. 
 
 
FIND#: 01E0327: 207   OBJECT: Nail 
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COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: The shank is bent. 
NATURE OF DECAY: Ferric chloride activity causing lamination to the surface. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 5.45g. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 3.55g. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 35.10mm.  Diam: 19.90mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 33.63mm.  Diam: 18.40mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
The dense accretions were safely removed using scalpel and glassfibre brush under X 
50 magnification revealing a solid piece of metal with little of the original surface 
remaining. 
 
The active chlorides were removed from the metal using the intensive washing method 
using distilled water.  Silver nitrate tests followed until wash solutions proved clear.  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Ercaline with 1-% Lampblack added to prevent 
ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to 
protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 

 

COMMENTS: None. 
 
 
FIND#: 01E0327: 209   OBJECT: Shank or Rod 
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COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None. 
NATURE OF DECAY: Ferric chloride activity and covered with dense accretions. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 10.52g. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 8.10g. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 67.40mm.  Diam: 10.80mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 63.70mm.  Diam: 7.10mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
The dense accretions were safely removed using scalpel and glassfibre brush under X 
50 magnification revealing a solid piece of metal with some of the original surface 
remaining.  In. addition, removal of accretions revealed a circular shape at one end and 
a flattened shape at the other. 
 
The active chlorides were removed from the metal using the intensive washing method 
using distilled water.  Silver nitrate tests followed until wash solutions proved clear.  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Ercaline with 1-% Lampblack added to prevent 
ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to 

protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 
 

COMMENTS: None. 
 
FIND#: 01E0327: 211   OBJECT: Unidentified find 
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COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Cracked domed end. 
NATURE OF DECAY: Ferric chloride activity. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 1.15g. 
TREATED WEIGHT: No change. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 20.90mm.  Diam: 6.65mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 29.90mm.  Diam: 6.50mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
The cracked domed head came apart during conservation treatment and was re-affixed 
using HMG nitro-cellulose adhesive.  The surface was gently cleaned using a glassfibre 
brush revealing no further detail. 
 
The active chlorides were removed from the metal using the intensive washing method 
using distilled water.  Silver nitrate tests followed until wash solutions proved clear.  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Ercaline with 1-% Lampblack added to prevent 
ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to 
protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 
 

COMMENTS: None. 
 
 
 
FIND#: 01E0327: 218   OBJECT: Nail 
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COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: The nail is slightly curved. 
NATURE OF DECAY: Ferric chloride activity. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 13.65g. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 12.10g. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 52.15mm.  Diam: 22.10mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 51.70mm.  Diam: 21.94mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
Many of the dense accretions were safely removed using scalpel and glassfibre brush 
under X 50 magnification revealing a solid piece of metal with some Magnetite and with 
much of the original surface remaining. 
 
The active chlorides were removed from the metal using the intensive washing method 
using distilled water.  Silver nitrate tests followed until wash solutions proved clear.  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Ercaline with 1-% Lampblack added to prevent 
ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to 
protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 

 

COMMENTS: None. 
 
 
FIND#: 01E0327: 222 and 223 OBJECT: Shank (2 fragments) – now one piece 
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COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Both pieces match. 
NATURE OF DECAY: Ferric chloride activity. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay and repair. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 1.35g. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 1.18g. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 33.62mm - combined.  Diam: 4.70mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 33.09mm.  Diam: 4.61mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
Only some of the dense accretions could be safely removed using scalpel and glassfibre 
brush under X 50 magnification due to the severity of the decay.  The two pieces were 
restored using HMG nitro-cellulose adhesive. 
 
The active chlorides were removed from the metal using the intensive washing method 
using distilled water.  Silver nitrate tests followed until wash solutions proved clear.  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Ercaline with 1-% Lampblack added to prevent 
ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to 
protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 
 

COMMENTS: Now restored to one piece. 
 
 
 
 
FIND#: 01E0327: 224 to 230  OBJECT: 6 X Nails or Rods and 1 Fish-hook 
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COMPOSITION: Iron. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: The larger find tapers.  One find is curved. 
NATURE OF DECAY: Ferric chloride activity under dense gritty accretions. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 52.20g – combined. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 37.10g – combined. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
The dense accretions were removed only where safely possible using scalpel and 
glassfibre brush under X 50 magnification.  This work revealed a fishhook amongst the 
seven pieces.  Very little of the original surface remains on all pieces. 
 
The active chlorides were removed from the metal using the intensive washing method 
using distilled water.  Silver nitrate tests followed until wash solutions proved clear.  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Ercaline with 1-% Lampblack added to prevent 
ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to 
protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 
 

COMMENTS: Fishhook uncovered. 
 
 
 
 
FIND#: 00E0442: 1: 47   OBJECT: Unidentified find 
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COMPOSITION: Copper alloy. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: None. 
NATURE OF DECAY:  
Traces of Paratacamite chloride activity.  The find is mostly in a red oxide state. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 1.05g. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 1.05g. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 15.98mm.  W: 5.90mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 15.92mm.  W: 5.80mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
The active chlorides were neutralised within the metal by immersing the find in a solution 
of Benzotriazole @ 2% in Ethanol for a period of 1 week. 
 
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to prevent ingress of moisture and 
pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to protect the underlying 
hard coating during thermal changes. 
 

COMMENTS: No original surface or shape remains. 
 

 
 
 
 
FIND#: 00E0442: 1: 93   OBJECT: Possible Pin Shank 
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COMPOSITION: Copper alloy. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: The pin is slightly curved. 
NATURE OF DECAY:  
Traces of Paratacamite chloride activity particularly at the tip.  The pin was covered with 
dense accretions of mud. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 1.52g. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 1.15g. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 51.58mm.  Diam: 3.50mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 51.18mm.  Diam: 3.10mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
The muddy accretions were removed by immersing the find in Biox liquid for 17 hours 
revealing a badly pitted surface with much original surface loss. 
 
The active chlorides were neutralised within the metal by immersing the find in a solution 
of Benzotriazole @ 2% in Ethanol for a period of 1 week.  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to prevent ingress of moisture and 
pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to protect the underlying 

hard coating during thermal changes. 

COMMENTS: None. 
 
 
FIND#: 01E0327: 118   OBJECT: Ingot 
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COMPOSITION: Copper alloy. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Cut with a flat base and a curved top. 
NATURE OF DECAY: Traces of Paratacamite chloride activity. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 13.60g. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 13.45g. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 17.12mm.  W: 13.70mm.  Half Diam: 9.80mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 17.10mm.  W: 13.70mm.  Half Diam: 9.75mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
The accretions and chloride crystals were carefully removed by scalpel; glassfibre and 
burnishing brush under X50 magnification under white light. 
 
The active chlorides were neutralised within the metal by immersing the find in a solution 
of Benzotriazole @ 2% in Ethanol for a period of 2 days  
 
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to prevent ingress of moisture and 
pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to protect the underlying 
hard coating during thermal changes. 
 

COMMENTS: The ends of the ingot are broken - not cut. 
 
 
 
 
FIND#: 01E0327: 215   OBJECT: Sewing Needle 
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COMPOSITION: Copper alloy. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Complete. 
NATURE OF DECAY: Traces of Paratacamite chloride activity. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 1.70g. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 1.58g. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: L: 52.42mm.  Diam: 3.15mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: L: 51.85mm.  Diam: 3mm. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
Scalpel, glassfibre and burnishing brushes under X50 magnification using white light 
removed the accretions of clay.  This revealed a badly pitted surface caused by active 
Paratacamite and Azurite chlorides. 
 
The active chlorides were neutralised within the metal by immersing the find in a solution 
of Benzotriazole @ 2% in Ethanol for a period of 2 days. 
 
Protective coatings were applied using Incralac to prevent ingress of moisture and 
pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to protect the underlying 
hard coating during thermal changes. 

 

COMMENTS: Complete needle. 
 
 
FIND#: 01E0327: 115 and 116   OBJECT: Thimble fragments (2) 
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COMPOSITION: Silver. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS: Received for conservation in two pieces. 
NATURE OF DECAY: Silver sulphide. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: 0.68g – combined. 
TREATED WEIGHT: 0.59g. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS:  
L: 13.85mm.  W: 14.25mm.  T: 0.70mm.  L: 12.52mm.  W: 13.30mm. 
TREATED DIMENSIONS: No change. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
 
 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
Many of the dense accretions were carefully removed by scalpel under X50 
magnification using white light.  The remaining accretions and silver surphides were 
removed by soaking the two pieces in a solution of Ammonium thiosulphide with 1-% 
non-ionic detergent (Synperonic-N) added in water.  This revealed two sewing thimble 
fragments. 
 
Protective coatings were applied using Frigilene, a nitro-cellulose lacquer to prevent 
ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to 
protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 
 

COMMENTS: Thimble fragments revealed. 
 
 
 
FIND#: 01E0327: 219   OBJECT: Coin – in fragments 
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COMPOSITION: Silver. 
INCOMING OBSERVATIONS:  
The coin was received for conservation broken into fragments.  The coin fragments were 
received for conservation embedded in a lump of mud.   
NATURE OF DECAY: Silver sulphide. 
AIM OF INTERVENTION:  
Clean off accretions to reveal surface detail and underlying decay.  Conserve to retard 
further decay. 
PRIOR WEIGHT: Not recorded due to adhesion of mud. 
PRIOR DIMENSIONS: Not recorded due to adhesion of mud. 
OTHER RECORDINGS: Colour photograph. 

 
Prior to intervention 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL / HANDLING CONDITIONS: 
Store between 20% and 30% R.H. in a controlled and monitored situation.  Avoid 
extreme fluctuations of humidity.  Always wear inspection gloves when handling.  This 
coin is very fragile and should not be handled. 
 
TREATMENT PROCESS:  
The 13 coin fragments were carefully extracted from the lump of mud using a scalpel 
under X50 magnification using white light.  When the exposed silver fragments were 
removed, the entire lump of mud was carefully dissected under magnification to check 
whether more coin fragments were embedded.  All silver fragments were then immersed 
in a solution of Ammonium thiosulphide with 1-% non-ionic detergent (Synperonic-N) 
added in water.  The purpose of this soaking was to remove the silver sulphides.  The 
fragments were rinsed in cold tap water.   
The 13 fragments were assembled to form the remains of the coin and were restored in 
place using HMG nitro-cellulose adhesive.  Only one fragment did not match. 
Protective coatings were applied using Frigilene, a nitro-cellulose lacquer to prevent 
ingress of moisture and pollutants, followed with microcrystalline wax – Renaissance, to 
protect the underlying hard coating during thermal changes. 

COMMENTS: This coin is very fragile. 
 
End of Report 
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16.  Appendix 7:  Report on industrial residues from Shandon

By: Neil Fairburn

Eachtra Archaeological Projects recovered a small quantity of slag and other metalworking material during ex-
cavations at Shandon, Co. Waterford. One hundred pieces of industrial residue weighing a total of 1.3 kg were 
submitted for analysis. The slag consisted primarily of non-diagnostic amorphous slag. Two pieces of fluidic slag, 
possibly tap slag, were also recovered. The slag may indicate that an iron working site existed in close proximity. 
A fragment of a non ferrous ingot and two pieces of a small thumb pot crucible were also recovered during the 
archaeological work, the ingot has been assessed by Adrian Kennedy and is also discussed here. 

The manufacture of an iron artefact from iron ore can be separated into three distinct processes. The smelting 
of the ore in a furnace, which will produce a bloom of iron as well as fayaltic slag residues; the primary smithing 
consolidation of the iron bloom into a billet; and thirdly secondary smithing, the shaping of the billet into an 
object. All of these processes will leave a range of residues. Work by Brian Scott (1991) has indicated the range of 
material that might be found on early ironworking sites in Ireland, but there has been very little work analytical 
work carried out on any subsequently excavated sites of a similar early date and later dates. Experimental and 
analytical work on iron production and iron working residues in Britain, particularly work by Peter Crew, Snow-
donia National Park, at Bryn y Castell, Crawcwellt and Llwyn Du, Wales, (Crew 1986, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1998, 
Crew and Crew 1995) and Gerry McDonnell, Bradford University (1988), has clearly shown the nature of the 
archaeological evidence for iron production and for secondary smithing, and archaeologists can now identify the 
range of metalworking activity on sites more confidently. Work on non ferrous material has mainly concentrated 
on the artefacts themselves rather than their manufacture and there is limited in depth analysis of the material 
associated with manufacturing. 

Very little physical evidence for copper smelting before the industrial revolution has been found in Ireland 
and Britain, even though clearly identifiable debris would have been produced. This is in spite of an increasing 
amount of evidence of Prehistoric copper mining activity on a number of sites. There has been much debate about 
this lack of evidence of copper production. Until recently, no primary copper smelting site has been found on 
any Bronze Age settlement site in Ireland or Britain or even from any later periods. However, recent excavations 
along the N25 at Treacy’s Hill, Kilmacthomas, County Waterford have located an Early Medieval copper smelt-
ing site (Fairburn forthcoming). 

In Ireland there are early references which date back to the 7th and 8th centuries AD that refer to extracting metal 
resources, but it has not been possible as yet to identify any of these workings or until the excavations at Kilmac-
thomas, find evidence of the smelting processes. There is also evidence for refining of the metal and subsequent 
casting and finishing of objects has been found on number of sites in Ireland and Britain for most periods. For 
example in Ireland, in the Bronze Age, at Lough Gur, Co. Limerick where crucibles and moulds were discovered 
(O’ Riordain 1954) and in the Iron Age at Tara, where crucibles and moulds were also found (Roche 2002). 
Later, Medieval sites like Clogher and Lagore (Hencken 1950) also have similar casting evidence, but not smelt-
ing evidence

Tap Slag
Characteristic finds from iron smelting sites in Britain from the late prehistoric period up until the 15th Century 
are pieces of slag with flat rounded bottoms and a contorted upper surfaces with flow patterns that are known as 
tap slags. No tap slag sites in Ireland have been positively identified and officially reported. The molten slag was 
usually drawn off through an arched opening at the bottom of shaft furnace and ran away in channels in which it 
solidified. Tap slag has a characteristic ropey shape resembling a flow of lava. The small quantity of tap slag from 
Shandon exhibited the slightly fluid looking flows that are characteristic of this type of slag.
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Vitrified Lining
This material consists of clay that has been vitrified on one side in the high temperature area of the furnace or 
the smithing hearth. Vitrified lining is produced by a high temperature reaction between the clay lining and the 
alkaline fuel ashes or slag. It can be difficult to identify if pieces of vitrified clay come from a furnace or a hearth 
structure. Smelting sites usually produce significantly larger quantities than smithing sites, because of the differ-
ence in the size of the structures. The pieces that were recovered are not diagnostic of either furnace or smithing 
activities, as the clay from both of these activities would have similar characteristics. None of these pieces show 
any sign of curvature. The lining was probably made from the local clay and has oxidised to an orangey red co-
lour. Where one face of this lining has been exposed to high temperatures, it has started to vitrify to a slightly 
vesicular vitreous material. This vitrified surface varies in colour on different fragments from black through to 
olive green, which in turn reflects the temperature conditions. One piece of vitrified lining showed that it had 
been tempered with quartz.

Amorphous Slags
As with most assemblages there is a quantity of material that is difficult to classify and this represents the largest 
total quantity of material recovered. These slags do not have any distinguishing characteristics and are amor-
phous in shape and are often small. They could be from either the smelting or the smithing process, but it is more 
likely, as very little smelting slag or ore was found, that they are from the smithing process. This does not mean 
that the smelting may have been taking place in vicinity.

The Crucible
Crucibles are ceramic containers used to hold metals being melted. Their fabrics must be refractory (able to 
withstand high temperatures) and are almost invariably reduced fired (grey or black) as metals have to be melted 
under reducing conditions to stop them being oxidised and lost into the crucible slag. Because of the high tem-
peratures at which they are used, crucibles become vitrified, like hearth lining. This vitrification can be just a thin 
surface gloss or glaze but in more extreme cases the whole of the thickness of the fabric can be affected, losing its 
normal structure and, at times, developing a vesicular, spongy texture. Some crucibles have an added outer layer 
of less refractory clay which is usually heavily vitrified.

Crucibles come in various shapes and sizes, from thimble sized to pint sized mugs (Bayley 1988, 1992). From the 
Roman period onwards some crucibles are wheel thrown, but hand made crucibles continued to be made and 
used into medieval times. Some forms of crucible are relatively well dated but the simple thumb pot crucibles are 
virtually undatable as they were in use from the Roman period onwards. The larger sizes sometimes date to the 
Roman period but most are later medieval or post medieval.  Crucibles were either top fired or fired from the 
outside. The major difference between the two modes is in the design of the vessels and the ceramic used. Top 
fired crucibles are usually of an open form with thick walls so as to expose a large surface to the fuel and keep 
the heat in, while outside fired crucibles are thinner walled and have a smaller opening to reduce heat loss. Ex-
ternally fired crucibles had to conduct heat through their fabric into the interior and were therefore thin walled 
and the ceramic material used had to be sufficiently refractory. The temper used for the clay crucible was mostly 
fine quartz.

The two crucible fragments (find 72 01E0327) from Shandon are from a single externally fired small thumb pot 
crucible of undetermined date. The main fragment is the base of the crucible which has been reduced to a dark 
grey colour. Adhering to the base of the crucible is small droplet of slag. The sandy fabric contains small quartz 
inclusions, a standard refractory component. The crucible is probably from the medieval period and relates to the 
working of small copper alloy objects.

The construction of crucibles would have been done locally by the metalworker rather than by a potter as the 
fabrics of crucibles were fairly uniform. It is likely that this is the case with this crucible. 
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The Ingot
The ingot, find number 01E327:118, has been identified as copper alloy and may have been cast locally, or it may 
have been traded. Its presence along with the crucible fragments suggests that small non-ferrous objects were be-
ing worked on. The ingot shows signs of being cut or cold chiselled and these small cut fragments from the ingot 
could easily have been melted in the small crucible. A similar looking ingot along with a mould for it was found 
at Moylarg Crannog, Co. Antrim (Youngs 1989, 174) and another similar ingot was found at Moynagh Lough, 
Co. Meath (Youngs 1989, 182). 

C.2090
It is possible that the circular pit, feature C.2090, is the remains of a hearth associated with metalworking. The 
pit contained a large amount of slag and charcoal. It is not clear whether the feature was associated with iron 
smelting or iron smithing, but in the absence of significant quantities of smelting slag, furnace superstructure 
remains and ore it should be considered to be a smithing hearth.

C.2008
This feature, based on the pre excavation photo, was circular and showed a clear outline of burning. A small 
quantity of fluidic slag came from this feature. Its size and shape combined with the fluidic slag is suggestive of a 
small smelting shaft furnace. However, there is no direct evidence to support this suggestion.
 
The Structure
There is the possibility that a structure with an entrance to the north surrounded feature C.2090. A number of 
post holes could form part of a circular structure. It is possible that the structure wall was augmented and made 
from wattle similar to the structures identified at the Late Prehistoric metalworking site at Crawcwellt, North 
Wales (Crew 1998).

It has been thought that furnaces and smithing hearths were sited outside or away from structures as they were 
considered to be an obvious fire hazard. It is now known, through experimental archaeological work that the 
buildings with furnaces and smithing hearths certainly would have been roofed and enclosed to create a dark 
environment to be able to judge the colour of the furnace flame and to keep the furnace and fuel dry.

Discussion
Shandon has evidence for ferrous and non ferrous metalworking and joins a small but growing number of sites 
that have both of these activities taking place at the same time. The small quantity of slag found at Shandon 
would not necessarily indicate an ironworking site, as there are insufficient quantities of the slag. Experimental 
work has shown that smelting to produce a bloom followed by its smithing would be expected to produce a lot 
more slag waste (Crew 1991). 

Slag is not datable in itself, but it is an important indicator of a sites activity, usually iron smithing. The only 
certain indications for an iron smelting site are the presence of ores and tap slags. The small quantity of tap slag 
found at Shandon would not, as already stated, normally indicate an ironworking site, as there are insufficient 
quantities of slag and no ore. But the combination of the material and pieces of tap slag is highly suggestive of 
smelting using a shaft furnace taking place somewhere near by if not at feature C.2008, to the south of the area 
east of the enclosure.

The tap slag finds are exciting as they provide a small amount of evidence which will begin to dispel the myth 
that Ireland only used bowl furnaces to smelt iron and that slag tapping furnace were not used. There is some 
debate as to whether or not the bowl furnace could function properly to produce a large quantity of iron for a 
sizable iron bloom. The iron blooms, which have been found so far in Ireland, like Carrigmuirish and Brothers 
Cave in County Waterford (Scott 1991, 162), are too big to have come from a bowl furnace, indicating that larger 
furnaces of the shaft type were probably used, but until now there has been no reported evidence for this. It has 
been suggested where the lower part of the furnace structure survives in situ on a site as a clay lined bowl in the 
subsoil, that it is not the remains of a so-called bowl furnace, but rather the circular base of a taller shaft furnace 
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(Crew and Rehren 2002). 

The small amount of non ferrous activity is exciting and may begin to suggest that the copper resources in 
County Waterford were being exploited in the medieval period as this is the second recorded site in the vicinity 
of Bunmahon, a known copper source, with non ferrous activity, the first being at Kilmacthomas. 
 
The excavations at Treacy’s Hill, Kilmacthomas, County Waterford uncovered a small circular feature, now 
identified as a smelting hearth, containing about 7 kg of a frothy looking slag, along with large fragments of 
what appears to be the remains of a large crucible or possibly hearth lining. The hearth was positioned next to a 
bowl furnace that had been smelting iron ore. Close by were small fragments of copper ore and a few pieces of an 
unidentifiable broken clay mould. A radiocarbon date for the circular feature gave a date of between 7th and 8th 
centuries AD (Fairburn forthcoming).

The only other site aside from the early medieval Site at Treacy’s Hill, which may be comparable, is the unpub-
lished excavation at the medieval site of Clogher, Co. Tyrone where unidentified iron working debris possibly 
from some bowl furnaces was mixed in with some non-ferrous metalworking debris (Scott 1991, 160).

There are a few other reported sites in Ireland and Britain where smithing hearths but not smelting sites, have 
been used for both ironworking and non-ferrous metalworking, e.g. Tara (Crew and Rheren 2002) and the Late 
Prehistoric Site on the Shorne to Farningham Pipeline, Kent, (Crew forthcoming). 

Conclusions
Ireland does not have enough published metalworking sites with material that has been analysed to be able to 
make useful comparisons with other Irish sites. However, as developer funded excavations reveal more material, 
knowledge of metalworking in Ireland should improve and it should be possible to begin to construct a satisfac-
tory chronological framework and typology of sites. 

The excavation at Shandon will further advance the knowledge for the Waterford region and Ireland on metal-
working. The number of sites reported in the County of Waterford is gradually increasing and it soon may be 
possible to synthesize all of the information produce a meaningful assessment of metalworking in the region. 
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17.  Appendix 8: Report on the plant remains from Shandon

By: Abigail Brewer

Introduction
Soil samples taken from various contexts at Shandon were sieved using manual flotation and wash over. Samples 
from eighty-five contexts produced charcoal flots and these were examined for plant remains using a binocular 
microscope with magnification of between x10 and x40. All the plant material was charred. The samples pro-
duced relatively little archaeobotanical material and the plant remains that were present tended to be in poor 
condition. Wherever possible the remains were identified to species but otherwise intermediate terms such as 
Rumex sp. or Atriplex patula/prostrata were used. Fragments of cereals were not counted but *, **, ***, and **** 
were used to indicate their relative abundance.
C.s
Most of the samples that produced plant remains came from pit fills, but some were from stakeholes, postholes 
and layers. The pits included domestic refuse pits and pits with iron slag and charcoal.

C.115 and C.116 were both fills of pits in Area II inside the enclosure, and both contained pottery which has 
been dated to the 12th century (see Appendix 5). C.115 contained three barley (Hordeum sp.) grains and C.116 
contained barley and oat (Avena sp.) grains. 

C.2089 was a fill of pit C.2093, which was one of a group of five pits located south of a possible structure and 
east of the enclosure in Area IV. It contained seeds of sheep’s sorrel (Rumex acetosella) and redshank (Polygonum 
persicaria) and an oat grain as well as charcoal and iron slag. It is possible that the plant remains in this sample 
come from crop processing waste that was used as tinder, particularly if the pit relates to metal production rather 
that domestic waste. A fragment of hazelnut (Corylus avellana) (R. acetosella) (Polygonum persicaria) was recovered 
from a stakehole that was one of a group of ten stakeholes near the five pits.

Two fills of the pit C.2211 in Area IV produced plant remains. This was a substantial pit containing domestic 
refuse, including bone, shell and charcoal and was also located east of the enclosure. There were few plant re-
mains from the pit, but the plant material that was recovered does suggest a domestic origin. C.2200 contained 
fragments of hazelnut shell, blackberry (Rubus fruticosus agg.) seeds, barley, wheat (Triticum sp.) and oat grains 
and seeds of sheep’s sorrel and orache (Atriplex patula/prostrata). C.2205 was also a fill of C.2211 and contained 
blackberry (Rubus fruticosus agg.) seeds, oat grains and dock (Rumex sp.) seeds. The pottery in C.2205 has been 
tentatively dated to the 12th century (see Appendix 5).

Area III
These features were all located southwest of the enclosure. C.1009, the fill of a possible post-hole, contained bar-
ley and oat grains. A possible post-pipe fill, C.1136, contained a barley grain. Three layers, C.1152, C.1196 and 
C.1197, contained hazelnut shell and barley. A furrow fill, C.1185, also contained a grain of barley.

Several pit fills in this area produced plant material. C.1202 produced hazelnut shell and a rye (Secale cereale) 
grain. C.1232, fill of pit C.1230, contained hazel and barley and another pit fill, C.1024 contained hazel, barley 
and redshank. 

Discussion
The plant remains all represented waste from either food or crop processing. Charred cereal grains or fragments of 
grain were found in most contexts. Cereals and arable weeds in the samples may have been charred during drying 
prior to storage or during cooking. Barley and oat were the two most common species. Wheat grains were found 
in two contexts and a single grain of rye was found in one context. The range of cereals at Shandon is similar to 
other rural medieval sites. Oats and wheat were the most common cereals at a moated site at Ballyveelish, Co. 
Tipperary. The site also produced barley and rye grains (Monk 1987, 87). At a corn-drying kiln at Kilferagh, Co. 
Kilkenny, bread wheat was the most common cereal along with lesser amounts of barley, oats and rye (ibid. 98). 
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A corn-drying kiln associated with an Anglo-Norman ring ditch at Ballysimon, Co. Limerick produced mainly 
grains of barley but wheat was almost as common. Oats and rye were present in smaller amounts (Brewer 2001, 
48).

Arable weeds were also found in some of the Shandon samples including sheep’s sorrel, docks, spear-leaved or 
common orache, redshank and cleavers (Galium cf aparine). Redshank, orache and cleavers still grow as arable 
weeds today but sheep’s sorrel is more associated with heaths and peaty or sandy soil. However this species also 
tolerates disturbed habitats and appears to have grown as an arable weed in the past since it is found in archaeo-
botanical samples along with cereals and other arable weeds. Sheep’s sorrel tends to grow on poor, acidic soils and 
may indicate the cultivation of nutrient deficient land. 

Cornfield weeds were harvested unintentionally, along with the cereals. Traditionally the weed seeds would then 
have been removed from the crop by winnowing, sieving and hand-sorting. The waste produced by crop process-
ing would have consisted of weed seeds, some cereal grains and cereal chaff. This material could be used as fodder 
or even human food in times of need and it could also be used as tinder. Despite winnowing and sieving, some 
weed seeds would have escaped removal and have been processed and eaten along with the cereals.

Remains of gathered food were also present at Shandon. Seeds of blackberry were present in two samples, from 
C.2200 and C.2205. A sloe (Prunus spinosa) stone was recovered from C.1060. Fragments of hazel nut shell were 
common in the samples and were present in seven samples altogether. The blackberry seeds and sloe stone from 
Shandon could have been accidentally burnt during cooking or could represent domestic waste that was burnt. 
Hazelnut shells may have been used as tinder. Fruit remains have been found on many medieval sites. Fruit could 
have been eaten all year round, either fresh when in season or as jams and jellies. Sloe and blackberry were a com-
mon fruits at medieval Waterford where their remains were frequently found in cess pits (Tierney and Hannon 
1998). At Medieval sites in Dublin, blackberry seeds were amongst the most common plant species recovered. 
Sloe stones were also found but were less common (Mitchell 1987, 24). 

Relatively little plant material was recovered from Shandon and many of the cereal grains and seeds were in poor 
condition. They appeared to have become degraded, probably due to exposure prior to being deposited in pits or 
post-holes. This made identification of some of the material difficult and may also be the reason so few remains 
were found. The plant remains are all typical of the medieval period and indicate that food and possibly crop 
processing was carried out at the site.
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Figure 4: Record of Monuments and Places, WA031. Locations of North Quarry and Shandon Quarry indicated. Development 
site highlighted. 
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Figure 6: Shandon House as depicted in 1760. Figure 7: Shandon House as depicted in 1819 on the Grand 
Jury Map.

Figure 8:  Shandon House as depicted in 1989 by the Urban Archaeological Survey.
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Figure 9: Area I. Ditch Section 2 and ditch recut with fills indicated.

Figure 10: Area I. Ditch Section 3 with various fills indicated.
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Figure 11: Area III. Post-excavation plan of principal features.
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Figure 12: Area III. Cross section of pit cut C.1246 with various fills.

Figure 13: Area III. Cross section of pit cut C.1226 with various fills.

Figure 14: Area III. Cross section of pit cut C.1203 with various fills.
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Figure 15: Plan of features discovered during archaeological monitoring that were preserved in situ.
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Figure 16: Area IV. Post-excavation plan of Concentration 1, stakeholes and postholes.
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Figure 17: Area IV. Post-excavation plan of Concentration 2, stakeholes and postholes.
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Figure 18: Neolithic/Early Bronze Age convex scraper 
(01E0327:65), ex situ  find.

Figure 19: Two sherds of a 12th century south-east Wiltshire crucible (01E0327:23 and 24). From Area II, C.120.
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Figure 20: Body sherd, basal sherd & rim sherd of 12th/13th century pottery (possibly 
Dungarvan-type cooking ware) (01E0327:44, 440 and 8) from various features at 
Shandon.
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Figure 21: Fragments of a silver thimble (01E0327:115 and 116) from ditch cut, Area I.

Figure 22: Selection of iron nails recovered during archaeological work at Shandon.

Figure 23: Iron sewing needle (01E0327:119) from Area II, C.121 and copper alloy sewing needle (01E0327:215) 
from Area III, C.1189.
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Plate 1: Ruins of Shandon House with outhouse to left. View from south.

Plate 2: Outhouse related to Shandon House.

19.  Plates
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Plate 3: Bone motif piece from Shandon (NMI 1947: 237).

Plate 4: Development site at Shandon following topsoil stripping. Colligan River in background. View 
from southwest.
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Plate 5: Areas I and II. Enclosure ditch and interior. View from west.

Plate 6: Area I. Seashells at terminal of enclosure ditch at entrance. View from west.
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Plate 7: Fragments of a silver thimble (01E0327:115 and 116) from ditch cut, Area I.

Plate 8: Area I. Ditch Section 2 indicating various ditch fills. View from west.
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Plate 10: Area III. Possible clay extraction pit (C.1226).

Plate 9: Copper ingot (01E0327:118) from C.121, Area II.
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Plate 11: Area III. Pit (C.1203) that contained sherds 
of 12th/13th C. Dungarvan-type pottery.

Plate 12: Obverse and reverse of silver Hiberno Norse coin (01E0327:219) dating to between 1066 and 
1087 from C.1196.
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Plate 13: Area IV. Pit (C.2211) that contained shells, bone, charcoal, cereal grains and 12th/13th C. 
pottery. View from east.

Plate 14: Area IV. Smelting shaft furnace (C.2008).
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Plate 15: Area IV. View from north of Concentration 1 of stakeholes, pits and postholes.

Plate 16: Illustration & photograph of sherd of 17th or 
18th century Westerwald pottery (01E0327:140), stray 
find.

Plate 17: Sherd of Bristol/Staffordshire slipware from 
Shandon
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